Welcome to Session One of the 447th Public Auction

RASDALE STAMP COMPANY

The auction is well balanced singles and sets from the United States, Canada, British Commonwealth, Europe, and Asia. There is a wide
array of cover and postcard lots with a large selection of collections and accumulation from all corners of the world. Every 3 months
we are proud to present over ten tons of fresh material and remain committed to service the stamp market for both sellers and buyers. If
you would like more information, contact Amy@RasdaleStamps.com. We encourage you to register for online pre-auction bidding. By
registering you will receive advance posting of the auction, a permanent bidder number, an outbid notice via email, and best of all, you
can participate in “Rasdale Live Auction” where you can bid against other online bidders and our auction floor, all in real time.

Bidding: Bids will be accepted by mail, fax, e-mail, or phone until 5:00p.m., (CDT) Friday, May 21st. Bidding then will be closed to
the mail, fax, email, or phone.
Starting Bids: Opening bids will be posted on our website, www.RasdaleStamps.com and undated until Friday May 21st. There will
be no updates the morning of Saturday, May 22nd.
Viewing of Lots: Lots will be available for viewing in our auction gallery at 35 Chestnut Ave. as follows ;
RESERVATIONS FOR VIEWING IS HIGHLY RECOMMENDED
Saturday May 15th, 9:00 a.m.4:00 p.m, Monday May 17th - Friday May 21st; 9:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m.
The office will close from 12:00pm to 12:45pm everyday for lunch. There will be no lot viewing during this time.
Questions Concerning Lots: If you have any questions regarding further information of any lot, please contact our office no sooner
than May 10th but no later than May 19th and we will be pleased to assist you. Requests for additional scans on any lots are respectfully
declined.
Auction Location: Rasdale Auction Gallery 37 Chestnut Ave. Westmont, IL 60559
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DESCRIPTIONS AND ABBREVIATIONS

Extremely Fine: highest quality in all respects. Very Fine: significantly better than normal. Fine: Perforations clear of design on 20th Century issues
but may cut slightly on 19th Century issues. Fair: off centered or lacking freshness. All defects specifically mentioned. Except where noted otherwise,
the values listed are the most recent Scott Catalog values. The “nh” premiums have been used, also the values listed for stamps without gum. Note
that accumulations of mixed condition can be expected to contain some items without gum and or faults.
() Unused without gum or regum when stated  o.g.  o.g., n.h. S.B. Suggested Bid
 Used  Block  Cover
 Literature $ Coins or Currency
P Proof E Essay SP Specimen hr. Hinge remnant oc. Off centered
SE Straight edge B/S Backstamp M/S Matched set pmog pencil mark on gum w/ With w/o Without

Bidding Intervals
Bids
up to $50.00
$50.00 to $100.00
$100.00 to $300.00
$300.00 to $500.00

Increase
$2.00
$5.00
$10.00
$25.00

Bids
$500.00 to $1500.00
$1500.00 to $3000.00
$3000.00 to $5000.00
$5000.00 to $100,000.00

Increase
$50.00
$100.00
$250.00
$500.00

Auction Agent:
Charles Cwiakala
1527 S. Fairview Ave. Park Ridge, IL 60068
Phone/Fax: 847-823-8747
e-mail CECwiakala@aol.com
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RASDALE STAMP COMPANY CONDITIONS OF SALE
Placing of any bid shall constitute full understanding and acceptance of all of the following conditions of sale:
All bids are per lot, as numbered in the catalogue. Bids may be submitted by mail, fax, phone, email, in person, or by an agent selected
by the buyer. Rasdale Stamp Company reserves the right to withdraw any lot prior to sale, to divide any lot or to group two or more lots
together into a new lot.
All bids are handled competitively and confidentially. Lots purchased for the highest bidder at a slight advance over the second highest
bid. Should any dispute arise between bidders, the decision of Rasdale Stamp Company as to the successful bidder; or the re-offering or
resale of the lot under dispute shall rest solely in the judgment of Rasdale Stamp Company. Rasdale Stamp Company shall regulate the
bidding and reserves the right to refuse any bid which Rasdale Stamp Company, in its sole discretion, believes to be made in bad faith.
“Buy” bids are only accepted with the understanding and acquiescence that Rasdale Stamp Company’s discretion is absolute. Any Buyer
who fails to accept these conditions shall have its bid declared null, void and of no effect.
Any party wishing to limit its purchases to a specified amount must indicate the desired total on the bidsheet. Amounts less than $200.00
are respectfully declined.
Successful bidders who: (i) are not prequalified, with references acceptable to Rasdale Stamp Company; (ii) who are not existing customers of Rasdale Stamp Company; or, (iii) whose account is in arrears shall make payment in full prior to delivery of the lots by Rasdale
Stamp Company. Mail bidders who are not existing customers of Rasdale Stamp Company will be timely notified of the amount of their
purchases. Rasdale Stamp Company reserves the right in its sole and absolute discretion to demand cash or cash equivalent at the time a
lot is knocked down to any bidder who has not previously established credit with Rasdale Stamp Company, or whose account is currently
in arrears. In the event any buyer refuses to pay cash for any lot at the time it is knocked down to him, Rasdale Stamp Company reserves
the right to re-offer the lot immediately for sale to the highest bidder.
If the lot(s) have not been paid within 21 days from the date of mailing of notice of the awarding of sale, then said lot sales may be declared in default; resold; and, any losses arising from such resale shall be charged to the party in default.
Auction floor Buyers; or their Agents bidding on the Auction floor, must pick up the lots within 7 calendar days of the auction.
All shipping costs will be charged to the buyer and will be shipped by a method requiring a signature upon delivery. Domestic shipments
will be made by certified mail, registered mail or UPS ground. Buyers of large lots without street addresses will be charged an additional
$5.00 per box handling fee. International shipments will be made by registered mail (for total value of up to $400), USPS Express Mail (for
total value of $401 to $2,500), or UPS services for shipments in excess of $2,500.00. International buyers are responsible for any customs
or brokerage fees as well as any taxes (i.e., VAT, PST/GST). Any questions regarding shipping or costs must be addressed prior to bidding.
A late charge of 2% per month will be charged to all past due accounts of over 30 days from the invoice date. All attorneys fees, court
costs, and other collection costs incurred by Rasdale Stamp Company in respect to overdue accounts will be payable by the buyer. All
parties agree that the laws of Illinois shall govern all transactions, with venue and jurisdiction residing in the courts of DuPage County,
Illinois for any suit initiated by or against Rasdale Stamp Company by reason of any auction. The laws of Illinois shall prevail over all
matters and not as a venue for Conflict of Laws to or for any other state. All auction offers shall be offers advanced solely for execution in
the State of Illinois. The provision for late charges shall be void in any state where this provision is unlawful.
A 16% premium will be added to the Hammer Price as part of the total purchase price. Checks drawn on foreign banks are not accepted.
Illinois sales tax of 7.50% will be collected on the total purchase price of all Illinois residents unless the buyer has a Certificate of Resale
on file with Rasdale Stamp Company. All customs and or duties are the responsibility of the buyer.
All lots are sold as genuine. Lots accompanied by a valid Expert Certificate issued within 5 years prior to the auction date shall not be
subject to re-certification.
The following conditions apply to requests for Expertization:
The lot must be paid for in full including 16% premium and forwarding costs, if any;
The lot must be submitted by Rasdale Stamp Company or the bidder to an Expertizing Committee acceptable to Rasdale Stamp Company
within 21 days of the date of sale;
If submitted to the Expertizing Committee by the successful bidder, a copy of the application form shall be simultaneously forwarded to
Rasdale Stamp Company;
Lots containing more than one stamp may not be placed on extention.
If the Expertizing review is not completed and the results provided to Rasdale Stamp Company within 90 Calendar Days of the auction
date, then Buyer shall notify Rasdale Stamp Company of the delay prior to the expiration of the 90-day period. Since all lot sales are normally cleared within 90 days, if Buyer fails to inform Rasdale Stamp Company of the delay, then Rasdale Stamp Company may consider
the purchase final and distribute the sale proceeds to the Seller as a Buyer acceptance of the tendered lots. Absent timely notice and request
for additional time being received by Rasdale Stamp Company, in writing, prior to the 90 days clearance, this transaction may be deemed
closed and final by Rasdale Stamp Company with Seller acceptance without objection, and with waiver of default or any claim for refund
from the Buyer or Rasdale Stamp Company.
Expertization costs shall be incurred by the buyer. However, should an adverse opinion be rendered on Authentication, but not due to condition and or grading, then Rasdale Stamp Company will forward an immediate refund of: (i) the cost of the certificate, which shall not to
exceed $50.00; (ii) the full purchase price; and (iii) the commission, provided the lot is timely returned to Rasdale Stamp Company in the
same condition as when purchased.
No lot can be returned in any circumstance due to “grading” since it is highly subjective.
A lot, in which the description is incorrect, is returnable within 5 days of receipt and must be received by the Rasdale Stamp Company
within 21 days from the date of the auction. Provided, however, lots cannot be returned under the following conditions: 1) the lot contains
10 or more stamps; 2) there is mention of faults, defects, or “condition mixed” in the listing description; or, 3) the lot was inspected by
the buyer or the buyer’s authorized agent prior to bid or purchase. Lots described “as is” are not returnable under any circumstances. All
disputed lots must be returned intact, and in the condition received by the buyer. Collections, accumulations etc., are not returnable under
any circumstances.
Title shall not pass to the buyer until Rasdale Stamp Company has received full payment. Full payment is defined as cash or cash equivalent receipt of sale proceeds by Rasdale Stamp Company. Delays may accrue due to credit card fee transfers, check deposit subject to collection and the like. Receipt of a non-certified funds check shall not be construed as payment until funds are fully vested in Rasdale Stamp
Company.
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A lightly exposed mint, used, 19th & 20th century, front and Back of the Book stock of moderate to high values. Duplication is noticeably light to none. Condition is mixed yet better than normally encountered. Loads of catalog available for sizable profits. Worth a
serious look.
S.B. 13500.00
An overwhelming accumulation of $5.00 to $10.00 Federal Duck issues. NH, duplication from a little to a lot.
Face 5740.00
A hum dinger mint and used accumulation thrown into a box. It isn’t a Kim’s floor sweepings lot, but sure looks like one.
S.B. 4000.00
A mind-blowing mint and used 1851-1992 collection neatly mounted and housed in four Scott Specialty albums. Early issues up to
the Banknote are primarily used then turns mixed eventually turning all mint after the Washington-Franklins. There are over a dozen
19th century items accompanied by certificates. Back of the Book contains airmails, Parcel Post and a very nice selection of Federal
Ducks. Quite a lot of postage to figure. Condition is better than normally encountered with much mint NH.
S.B. 3500.00
Large collection hacked up into digestible chunks. Lots of catalog offered reasonably for this turnkey opportunity.
S.B. 1900.00
An original old time used accumulation in two crusty bulbous stock books. Includes both 19th and 20th century front and Back of
the Book all sorted and in Scott order. Duplication from meniscal to quite a lot. Condition is very mixed. Tons of solid catalog offered
S.B. 1900.00
at today’s market value. A general accumulator or packet maker’s gold mine to sift through.
A dealer’s covid close out sale. Several collections priced to sell. Perfect turnkey opportunity.
S.B. 1800.00
A powerful accumulation of several dozen mint and used 19th and 20th century front and Back of the Book in sales card. Condition
is mixed, loads of catalog value offered at a reasonable price.
S.B. 1800.00
A likeable small accumulation of lower to medium values with a bit of higher cataloging items in a couple sales books. Both mint
and used 19th and 20th century are present. Very small section of Back of the Book with hardly any airmails. Duplication is almost
non-existent, condition is mixed with a good amount of NH. Solid value lot for both collector or dealer.
S.B. 1800.00
Super disorganized and disheveled US collection from the Jefferson Park Estate in two cartons. Highlights include: Banknotes to 90
cents, Columbians to 50 cents, mint Prexie set, early Ducks, Special delivery and parcel post, mint White Plains Sheet, Airmails mint
C1-C6, mint and used Baby Zepp, mint and used commemoratives parallel to 1965 and used to 1980. Several remainder collections
hold plenty of value, but most of the good stuff is interspersed within the mess. Along for the ride is an empty hingeless album and
plenty of mainly low face value postage to count.
S.B. 1600.00
A wide selection of Federal Ducks, State Ducks, and various wildlife licenses. Condition is quite mixed. Great group for the feather
and fin enthusiast.
S.B. 1500.00
A two-volume remainder collection with condition mixed, especially in the classics. With a careful viewing the desirable pieces will be
evident. The two-volume collection of plate blocks has many interesting items including the White Plains sheet and Century of Progress
sheets. Other items of the 1930’s are impressive. Needs careful examination to come up with the right number.
S.B. 1350.00
An optimistic mostly used 1851-2012 collection mounted in eight American Heirloom albums. 19th century is lightly populated and
becomes more prevalent after the early commemoratives. After that you’ll spot an occasional mint item here and there. Airmails and
other Back of the Book is present with a nice selection of used Federal Ducks. Condition is extremely mixed, so careful viewing is
S.B. 1200.00
recommended. Offered at today’s market value.
An estate offered as received. Book ending the two volume core collection are a series of parallel elementary mint and used collections, a batch of cheap mint singles blocks and plate blocks sorted in glassines sorted by Scott number, and finally anchored by a mash
of over $1200 face in postage of various forms. This whole package can be yours at the right price.
S.B. 1100.00
A straightforward mint 1861-1938 collection. Includes front of the book, airmails, and special deliveries and a few modern postage
types. Very lightly populated until the Banknotes and most of the value comes after the Columbians which consists of short sets missing
the higher values. Pretty clean group with lots of NH spotted. A solid collection.
S.B. 1100.00
An old-time collection starting with banknotes and continuing to 1930s with some back of the book. The stamps are fresh with a few
having no gum and a few items are damaged which are not included in the estimate. A collection that will appeal to the collector and
dealer alike. Careful inspection is suggested.
S.B. 1000.00
A jumble of U.S. collections and miscellaneous in two cartons. Much of the value is in one National album that houses a White Plains
sheet, Kansas-Nebraska set, C1-6, C18 and much, much more. Additional albums have useful pickings and countable postage. A small
white box contains over $2800 owner’s count catalog value in older issues and ducks. There is also a pizza type box with some items
of interest and other folders and such to round out the lot. Worth examination.
S.B. 900.00
An accumulation offered as received. Includes a three-volume mint remaindered collection in Scott Nation albums. A near empty PNC
collection also in a Scott album. Mint sheets accumulation with over $300.00 face. Finally, a sizable slug of mint mostly plate blocks
with many NH of both front and back of the book. Condition is mixed. Favorable group for a start.
S.B. 850.00
A true to life accumulation of mostly mint and used partial collections. Mainly lower with an occasional medium value scattered about.
Great reason to buy a new album and expand this group.
S.B. 750.00
An old-time mint and used holding that hasn’t seen the light of day for over three decades. Includes 19th and 20th century front and
back of the book. Mostly lower to medium values with an occasional high-priced item spotted. Duplication is to be expected. During
out spot checking we found some NH scattered around. Condition is mixed yet there is solid value to consider. Thorough viewing will
be rewarded.
S.B. 750.00
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A group of lower priced mint and used unsold internet auction lots. Owners catalog is over $10,000. Worth the few minutes needed
for thorough viewing.
S.B. 750.00
A very nice accumulation of plate blocks from a dealer discontinuing his U.S. inventory. Some scattered flaws but the large majority
are F-VF hinged or NH. Highlights (as they come) include 832-4, 1053, 698, 642 (X3), 650, 659, 398, C11, 564, C16, C10, 893, 681,
328 549, C7, C9, C24, C12, and many more. Few discount postage or face value type plates included. A great lot for dealer’s stock or
to start a plate block collection.
S.B. 700.00
Thousands of stamps before 1940 in stock books including a good selection of back of the book with duplication. Also included is a
three-cent banknote selection of serious research and cancellation varieties. Condition is mixed but many attractive items are present
with solid catalog value. Worth your time to view.
S.B. 700.00
Two flocks of duck stamps in a small box. The first group is a mint and used collection from RW1 to RW64 missing only RW40 and
41. Earlies are in mixed condition, later issues F-VF NH. The second flock is all mint NH with a total face of $1370 and includes
several Junior ducks. Also includes a few “Certificates of Appreciation” from the Fish and Wildlife Service. Buying this lot would be
a real feather in your cap and album.
S.B. 700.00
A group that has a wide variety of items. Over a thousand stamps in albums, binders and stock books with some mixed condition in
the earlies. Some better material on 102 cards and a few plate blocks including C9. A cover group including space commemoratives
and some pre cancels. Enjoy looking through this group for the goodies.
S.B. 600.00
Over three hundred banknote stamps with most being fancy cancels some with faults. Wedges, NYFM, star, wheel of fortune, leaf,
negative numbers and letters, North Star, Paid and Maltese Cross. Others are present as well as one patent. A few items that are not
banknotes are present. A lovely group for the specialist.
S.B. 600.00
Fresh and attractive group of about 700 first day covers. Very strong in silk cachets plus some premium types. Notables include
S.B. 500.00
Famous American series in blocks and the 1977 13 cent perf 10 x 9 3/4 booklet pane. Highly recommended.
A multi-component philatelic fun kit consisting of 3 Scott albums, 2 stock books, White Ace pages in a binder, and a mint sheet file
folder. Mostly used lower values and the albums are lightly populated while the stock books are more or less sorted by Scott number.
The value is widely scattered about yet it does add up to a meaningful number. The perfect gift for the budding collector to hone their
skills.
S.B. 500.00
Hundreds of revenues both first and second issue the majority having hand stamps. This is a fine opportunity for the specialist. Well
worth the time to view.
S.B. 500.00
A comprehensive assortment of U. S. material with many covers included. Many albums are partially filled and a good representation of back of the book including postage due mint sheets and revenues. The earlies have mixed condition as to be expected. A useful
selection to view.
S.B. 500.00
Over thirty binders filled with cancelled stock beginning with about seventy-five #220 and commemoratives begin with 230. This
group ends around #3800 but has an extensive back of the book including cut squares and revenues including some state revenues.
Duplication is into the dozens on many items which are neatly arranged on stock pages. Interesting cancels abound especially among
the block items. There is also a small lightly populated but interesting plate block selection, that begins with a group of 1935 issues, and
continues to 1968. There are thousands of stamps here to pique your interest and enjoy. Highly recommended.
S.B. 450.00
Catch all assembly of remaindered collections, medium value mostly mint singles and blocks, a tiny flock of Ducks, and a small gob
of precancel. More fun than you can imagine.
S.B. 400.00
A wonderful US assortment of 19 stamps. A fifteen-cent pictorial, a three-dollar Columbian and a #523 begin this group with proof,
sample and back of the book included. Rounding this lot out is a few better revenue stamps. This assortment is to be inspected to appreciate.
S.B. 400.00
An intriguing accumulation of the Over Run Nations issue. All was rounded up with the intention of building a specialized exhibit.
Includes mint singles and multiples plus used singles. Also, in what maybe the most useful part are the enormous amount of newspaper
clippings, checklist of precancels and Engel’s Flag Stamp Varieties Catalogs. A good foundation.
S.B. 400.00
A curious job lot accumulation of mint and used singles and plate block sets. Very clean and orderly with no duplication just waiting
for an album in settle into.
S.B. 375.00
Almost 200 early covers from New England with most being from Vermont. The early ones are from the 1850’s and they go to 1890.
S.B. 350.00
A clean group that should be inspected to come up with the right amount. Worth a view.
A large assortment of cancelled stamps from the mid twentieth century, in glassines, envelopes and smaller boxes. An internet dealer
could make thousands of packets. Viewing is recommended.
S.B. 350.00
A 1909//1960 commemorative plate block collection neatly mounted in a Scott album with slip case. Virtually complete from 1928
(Scott 649) to 1960. Scott # 368 is not a plate block but is NH, #616 with a HR in the margin, #619 with a tiny bit of perf separation in the
S.B. 325.00
margin. Otherwise nearly all are NH F-VF or better. A very clean assembly and a true plug and play collection.
Pop some corks and enjoy this fine accumulation of Wine and Spirit stamps 1914-1954. Narrow in scope with concentrated value.
Contains a variety of mint and used stamps with strength in the 1941, and 1949 issues. Many mint blocks of four with a huge aggregate
catalog value.
S.B. 325.00
Eclectic accumulation of 653//941, CE sheets and part sheets and $5.00 to $15.00 Federal Duck plate blocks and singles (Face $880).
Appropriate for the general United States accumulator.
S.B. 300.00
A last-minute addition to the auction. Includes a muti volume elementary collection a small group of EFO’s (misperfs), a second
single volume elementary collection and just stuff. More fun than a barrel of stamps.
S.B. 300.00
The remainder grouping of elementary collections, I’ll get to it later material, a random mish mash of old and new mint and used
postal stationary and postal cards, low priced mint and used front and back of the book sorted in stockbooks, and of course postage to
ease the pain. Needs to be viewed to be appreciated.
S.B. 300.00
Mint and used remainder lot sprinkled with a few sparklers.
S.B. 300.00
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Consignment remainder group. Includes a couple starter collections, year sets, etc., with most of the value is in postage.
S.B. 300.00
*/^
A select group of desirable items on dealer sales cards. Early coils and newspaper stamps dominate but there are others present. Owner’s
S.B. 300.00
catalog is $5,800. Worth a good look.
*/^
The selection of mint stamps from the twentieth century is crisp and attractive. Many are from the 1930’s and 40’s like the two cent
reds, Famous Americans, Overrun Countries and parks. There are some earlier cancelled stamps as well as some back of the book. It
catalogs for over $3,000 and should receive spirited bidding. Take a look.
S.B. 300.00
*/^
Three bankers’ boxes, the first with hundreds of 102 sales cards with used U. S. and an accumulation of unused modern postal cards.
Another box has around 700 souvenir cards and the last has U. N. material both New York and Geneva to 2010. The is also a small
selection of Ryukyus stock. Some early United Nations is present as blocks and on covers. There could be some sleepers here.
S.B. 300.00
*/^/CV A rather better stock than normally encountered. The mint section has over sixty low denomination sheets, hundreds of plate blocks
from the mid twentieth century. Stockbooks filled with mint and used material and covers from 1860’s to more modern times. Also
included are revenue stamps with some on documents or stock certificates. This is a remarkably interesting group that is not to be
missed.
S.B. 300.00
*/^/CV A massive amount of remaindered collections, pizza size boxes crammed with mint and used. The value lays in the uncounted postage types in both the collection and loose mint in the boxes. Also, a tiny bit foreign, trust territories, US possessions and a few FDC’s
thrown in for a bonus. Solid value for the gambler.
S.B. 300.00
**/*/Blk A passive accumulation of plate blocks. Mostly lower to medium values with much NH. Few regular blocks spotted with the mix.
Condition is mixed with very little if any duplication. Good find for both the collector or dealer.
S.B. 250.00
^/*
A used collection of several hundred in a Scott Specialty album including a good amount of back of the book. There is a binder of
modern cancelled and a small box of postage. Worth a look.
S.B. 200.00
*
United States Christmas Seal collection in clean special pages from 1907 to 1990s in two White Ace albums having singles and one
binder having 300+ sheets. For the collector who loves Christmas all year long.
S.B. 200.00
*/^
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Unique grouping of 185 carrier and local. Includes some multiples, varieties, etc. Genuine and forgeries? We have no idea. Worth a
shot if this is your thing.
S.B. 180.00
Several remainder albums with mostly used material. A small selection of precancelled stamps is included. A new album and some
perseverance will be rewarding.
S.B. 160.00
Washington Bicentennial 1932 issue group of over 110 items with identified plate scratches, plate defects, double transfers, etc. All
mint, many in plate block form, and apparently all NH; some varieties listed in Scott, others not. Some duplication but not excessive.
A fascinating group that is ideal to enhance or start a specialized collection or exhibit.
S.B. 150.00
Consignment as received from an old-time collector. Two old Scott International albums lightly populated. A scrap book containing
Christmas cards, birthday cards, HO train material and a state quarter collection accompany the stamp albums. A varied group that is
S.B. 150.00
offered at a reasonable price.
Small group of tobacco revenues all with Andrew Jackson portraits. Nice variety.
S.B. 120.00
Small accumulation of mostly mint lower to medium value on old auction card. Includes o few covers for ballast. Some NH spotted.
S.B. 120.00
Take a quick look.
An elementary mostly used collection in 4 albums. Condition is mixed. Good group for the budding collector.
S.B. 100.00
United States used 1992 $1.00 to $5.00 Columbian issues on piece (mostly off priority boxes) selection. Owner count and catalog
value of $866.00 (see photos index card)
S.B. 75.00
A few thousand meter mail corners some going back to the 1930’s. Includes an award winning exhibit. Offered cheaply.
S.B. 50.00
United States selection in a medium box. Contains around one hundred common cut squares and above fifteen FDC photos of the
Moon Landing 1969-1971 both in binders. An eclectic lot for an eclectic collector.
S.B. 40.00
A small, old time hoard of a few hundred precancels mostly mounted on pages. Lots of duplication for making trades or whatever.
S.B. 20.00
We’re starting this cheap so let’s see where it goes.

CONFEDERATE STATES
64

*/^

65

*/^

A unique assembly of mint and used Confederate States. Includes singles and multiples plus several hundred counterfeits/reprints
added in for a bonus. Condition mixed. Great opportunity for a Land of Dixie enthusiast.
S.B. 600.00
A small group of about eighty stamps in different states of preservation. Included among the better material are damaged items and
some that are dubious. A careful inspection is needed to come up with the correct amount.
S.B. 400.00

UNITED STATES POSSESIONS
66

*/^

An interesting group of stamps and 100 covers or postcards from Rattlesnake Island Local Post. This private post used Ford Trimotor
planes to carry mail from a small island in Lake Erie to the mainland. Stamp designs catered to collectors with butterflies, triangles,
etc. supplementing the required U.S. postage. Good variety and nice condition for this popular collecting area.
S.B. 100.00
PAGE 5

MARSHALL ISLANDS AND MICRONESIA
67
**/*
A genuinely nice attractive collections with about $2000. face. Many souvenir sheets are present, and they run from 1984 to 2008.
These are tip top condition collections that need new albums. Worth your time to view carefully for your reward.
S.B. 700.00
RYUKYU ISLANDS
68

CV

69

**/*

Small hoard of Ryukyu Islands postal stationery. Mixed mint and used. Exemplary condition. Owner’s 2021 catalog value $2,414.80.
List included in the webphotos.
S.B. 325.00
Small hoard of Ryukyu Islands Christmas seals 1953-1961. Includes sheets (perf and imperf), singles, blocks, etc. Duplication.
Owner’s 2021 cat $535.80.
S.B. 120.00

UNITED STATES AND GENERAL FOREIGN
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Stamp Shop in a Carton. Large stock of several thousand worldwide sets, identified by catalog number and value and placed in
glassines. Housed in 12 boxes. Mainly mint. Mix of hinged and never hinged material. Organized alphabetically. Great representation
of assorted time periods and geographic locations. Minimal duplication. Buy this lot and hit the ground of retail stamp sales running!
Cat. 67300.00
*/^
Absolutely beautiful and very scarce 2 volume Lissiuk Air Mail Album part one from the earliest airmail through 1932. Mainly
mint hinged at about 65% completion for the albums. Includes many premium mint sets such as US C1-C6, C13-C15, etc. Organized
alphabetically with no added supplements. The webphotos, although extensive, only tell part of the story. View; enjoy; bid!
S.B. 3250.00
*/^
Six pizza boxes filled with stamps in glassines, stock pages, album sheets and presentation folders. Many have been cataloged and some
will require a little research. The mint items are clean and fresh making this a desirable group. Take a few minutes to search through
and find the goodies.
S.B. 3000.00
*/^
A rather better stock than normally encountered in a well filled stockbook. Strong in Italy and Italian Colonies, good United States,
France, Vatican and Canada. Collector and dealer will find this selection attractive. Owner’s catalog over $20,000. Good opportunity
for high retail profits.
S.B. 1500.00
*/^
All the good parts of the Jefferson Park estate (almost good enough for single lots) lumped together in a two carton job lot. The US
is contained in a pizza sized box and seems to be all face in need of a count. The best part is a “ bulging fatso” International Jr collection with thousands and thousands of mounted stamps. Also, includes good Austria, Scandinavia, old folder collections and approval
books, plus stockbooks of “better” foreign stamps. Surprises abound in this fun to break down group.
S.B. 1400.00
*/^/CV Comprehensive assortment in glassines, stock pages and on album pages. Interesting items throughout from earlies to more modern.
The U. S. selection has classics through back of the book including early covers. Mixed condition on the earlies. The 1920’s and 30’s
S.B. 1300.00
are well represented. A great lot for the internet or show dealer.
^/*
A large lot with a wide variety of material. Many first day covers, space items, topical groups, some mint sheets from Israel, interesting British items with Eastern Europe and Russia also well represented. Albums, stockbooks, shoe boxes filled with glassines and lose
album pages add up to a lot worth looking at. Pickings throughout and profits to be made.
S.B. 1000.00
*/^/FDC Seven cartons from around the early 1900s to the 1980s. Thousands and thousands of mint and used stamps having enormous backup
in small, shoe boxes, glassines, sales books, etc. Also, includes around 3,500 United States common FDCs, (the only US in this lot)
S.B. 950.00
and about 1000 large commercial worldwide covers both from the1960s to 1980s. Bonanza for the picker.
*/^/CV United States and worldwide selection in eight cartons from the Old Salt Estate. Involves thousands of mixed mint and used stamps
having bountiful backup in albums, department store packets, binders, folders, glassines, and loose mainly from the various decades of
the 20th Century to early 2000s. Also includes a selection of United States postage of $196.00 of one cent, two cent, three cent, four
cent, five cent, and six cent sheets in a file plus additional three to twenty cents needing a calculator to calculate this hidden value.
Likewise entails over one hundred neat mostly Canada Chartered Bank checks from the 1920s to the early 1950s having stamps affixed
paying the excise tax. Rounding out this offering are hundreds of common US FDCs mostly noncacheted and addressed. An eclectic
lot needing an eclectic buyer.
S.B. 950.00
*/^
Minion Stuart says “Buy This Lot! (Minion included) United States and worldwide holding in seven cartons. Thousands of mixed
mint and used stamps having beneficial backup in albums, several stockbooks, binders, small boxes, folders, glassines, etc. roughly from
the late 19th Century to the 1980s. Focus is in US material involving countable scrap, some errors, Ducks (some wounded), Christmas
seals 1920 to 200s some in sheets, and a binder of cinderellas. Likewise entails a small selection of Canadian postage having year sets
from the 1970s-1980s, Germany and Area starter collection in a binder on Scott page from 1875 to 1941 plus lots of miscellany to tickle
your philatelic fancy. Super summer sorting extravagance.
S.B. 850.00
*/^/CV A particularly good accumulation of mostly foreign stamps. A Belgium album has a good beginning that can benefit from attention.
France, Germany and Hungary have a strong presence and a selection of U. S. on 102 cards. There are earlies and the condition is mixed.
Fresh mint sheets of Russian butterflies and flowers has duplication. Covers of Sweden, Russia and Romania round out this selection.
Worth a few minutes of your time.
S.B. 750.00
*/^
Very mixed contents. Includes Soviet Union, Germany, Alan Islands, Portuguese colonies, a few mint sheets and back of the book. U.
S. begins mid twntieth century with nice Prexies and continues to 1970s. Includes some dubious items. Inspection is recommended.
S.B. 750.00
*/^/CV An ecletic assortment of material including thousands of stamps plus first day covers. A nice Palo album of the United Nations beginning with the first issue and numerous glassines and packets along with some covers. Thrown in for a bonus are two WWII flags, one
Japanes, the other being a German Nazi. This is a good opportunity for the internet dealer. Take time to view.
S.B. 700.00
*/^
United States and worldwide assessment in eleven cartons from various decades of the 20th Century ending mostly in the 1980s.
Tens of thousands mixed mint and used stamps in albums, binders, manila folders, albums pages etc. having enormous backup. Over
five cartons consist of on/ off paper mixture consisting of both US and worldwide. Terrific opportunity to be the kingpin of this type
of material. Offered appropriately.
S.B. 650.00
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Mounted collection of a few thousand mostly different mint and used in fifteen 3-ring binders. Mainly filled with common to medium
grade material with a touch of U.S. postage and a concetration in one book of China and Japan highlighted by a half dozen pages of
PRC Cultural Revolution issues. This might be the only way to obtain the last mentioned items. Good luck.
S.B. 600.00
Twenty large boxes of pedestrian collections, stock pages and promotional items. From a dealer who cleaned out his back room. Offered cheaply.
S.B. 600.00
Massive United States and worldwide accumulation in eighteen cartons. Tens of thousands of mainly used stamps but also includes
mint having enormous backup mostly in small envelopes but also in plastic bags, glassines, loose etc. roughly from the late 19th Century
to the 1980s. From a passionate stamp saver who loved to organize his holding. Needs to find a new home.
S.B. 600.00
Selection/accumulation from the late 19th Century to the 1990s in eleven cartons. Embraces thousands and thousands of mainly
common mixed mint and used stamps in albums (some very sparsely populated) and binders having backup. One carton consists of
mixture in plastic bags. Also entails roughly 2,000 United States common FDCs, lots of unused postal stationery, some worldwide
covers, and around 800 US mainly linen picture postcards.
S.B. 550.00
Entertaining Worldwide Stamp Collection. Three-volume Master Global showpiece with over 24,000 different mint and used stamps.
Features singles, sets, revenues, labels, etc. Everything neatly hinged on double-sided pages, often with glassine interleaving. Covers
nineteenth century to 1960’s and 1970’s. Good representation of basic and intermediate material. Occasional surprises. Plenty of space
remaining for thousands and thousands of additional stamps. Includes an eight-page owner-generated country-by-country inventory.
Clean and desirable.
S.B. 550.00
Thousands of stamps with duplication. France, Congo and U.N. is well represented. The U.N. are in White Ace albums as are the
Ryukyus. United States cancelled in glassines and some Canal Zone to round out this lot. Ideal for making singles and small groups for
the internet.
S.B. 450.00
A small group of mainly better items some with problems and a dubious item may exist. Most mint are clean and fresh. Needs careful
examination to come up with right number.
S.B. 450.00
United States and worldwide assortment from around the early 1900s to the 1970s in three cartons. Contains hundreds and hundreds
of mixed mint and used stamps having useful backup in binders, albums, small boxes, several folders., loose etc. The best is Canada
in a folder. Includes a shoebox of modern postcards, two Century of Progress and one Columbian Expo souvenir booklets. Offered to
entice you.
S.B. 450.00
United States and worldwide selection in ten cartons. Thousands of common stamps having enormous backup in remaindered albums,
several stockbooks, remaindered folder collections, small boxes, etc. roughly from various decades from the early to late 20th Century.
Useful for a club or bourse bargain table.
S.B. 400.00
A comprehensive assortment of a thousand in stock pages with a good amount of duplication. Pickings throughout and worth a
S.B. 400.00
view.
A comprehensive assortment in albums, stockbooks and pizza boxes. Scott, Liberty and Harris plate block albums have many from
the 1920’s to the 1970’s. Stamp albums are moderately populated with many mid twentieth century stamps with some earlier and later.
Pizza boxes have early material as well as some revenues. A small amount of U. S. Possessions and some foreign are included. Finally.
cinderellas round out this assortment. Needs careful examination to come up with the right number.
S.B. 400.00
United States and worldwide accumulation in three cartons. Most of the worth is in roughly $500.00 United States mainly lower
value postage in albums and sheet files Thousands and thousands of mostly common US and some worldwide in many cases in multiples
S.B. 350.00
in glassines and envelopes. Offered appropriately.
Scott Brown Vol. 1 a good assortment of earlies and colonies with an appealing Canada group. Loose album pages are largely British
S.B. 350.00
colonies. Have a quick look as you may get a good buy.
Many binders filled with various worldwide and a large selection of first day covers. Some interesting items such as imperforated
sheets of one cent Parks and a few better items to be found. Add to this some postage and you have an assortment worth viewing.
S.B. 350.00
United States and worldwide accumulation roughly from the 1890s to the 1960s in one banker box. Encompasses hundreds and
hundreds of mixed mint and used stamps in a reasonably full 1935 Scott Junior International album with strength in Canada, Cape of
Good Hope, and Mexico. Also includes envelopes, some diplomatic correspondence, interesting US stock transfer receipts and low
S.B. 350.00
value US postage. Dusty lot and postal history assembled a long time ago. A project for the patient philatelist.
A mixed group from a consignment balance. Over a hundred covers including U.S. First Flight, early foreign flight, Vatican first day
and over 35 leather post cards. A counter book of early British and Rattlesnake Island material rounds out this lot. Take time to enjoy
viewing this group.
S.B. 300.00
Consignment as received. Hundreds of first day covers plus a few hundred U. N. first day covers. Hundreds of U.S and foreign covers.
A small amount of U. S. on stock pages and some commemorative panels. A few albums including West Berlin (1949-1980), Czechoslovakia and one part of an International that is sparsely populated. Condition is mixed. Worth exploring.
S.B. 300.00
United States and worldwide 20th Century accumulation in five cartons. Thousands of common stamps in binders, several albums
which appeared to have been stored in a humid place, lots of glassines etc. having untold backup. Coming along for the ride are eleven
dollars face US currency, demonetized worldwide currency and a binder of Coins of the World from the 1980s containing no crowns
S.B. 300.00
or silver. A bonus is a wee bit of US postage.
Consignment as received from a stately old gentleman residing in Brooklyn. This is all he could let go from his vast beloved holding.
It includes a wide variety of covers, a few thousand stamps mounted on pages, Great Britain gutter pairs and even some coins which
are highlighted by Buffalo nickels and Mercury dimes. This one is for the buyer who’s not looking for anything particular.
S.B. 300.00
Mixed assortment containing mostly U.S. with postage to count plus France and colonies. Plenty useful material to sort out.
S.B. 300.00
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One collector’s collections that have many desirable items. The U. S. is sparsely populated until 1922 and is mostly mint after that
date. A plate block album runs from 1979 to 1986, a small world selection and a few topical items round out this group. The U.N. has
mint singles and blocks from the beginning to the late 1980’s. Also, European issues (Geneva and Vienna) are present from 1969 to
the mid 1980’s. A marvelous U.N. collection that must be seen to be appreciated. A few foreign items thrown in for a bonos. Worth a
look.
S.B. 250.00
United States and worldwide accumulation in one carton. Thousands of used and mint stamps having substantial backup containing a collector’s organized boxes of duplicates in Scott numbered glassines. Includes additional envelopes of miscellaneous US and
worldwide plus loose. A real labor awaits, but a few nuggets might appear.
S.B. 200.00
United States and worldwide assortment in two cartons from various decades of the 20th Century. Incorporates hundreds and hundreds
of mixed mint and used stamps having backup. Contains two Scott Junior International albums (1943 and 1955 editions) with some
strength in Germany. Also includes two homemade albums of common US used blocks and plate blocks. Likewise, there are several
small stockbooks of China, Vatican etc. and six Chicago Daily News newspapers from August 7-14, 1945.
S.B. 200.00

Three large albums sparsely populated present a good start for the collector. Hundreds of stamps with little duplication. Well worth
checking out.
S.B. 150.00
Three cartons filled with starter collections, stockbooks, file folders and subscription offerings. Various countries like U.S., Switzerland, Lundy, etc.. have a look, you might get a good buy.
S.B. 150.00
One carton of leftover stamps from a closed antique mall. Best is the old US in two old albums. The rest has seen better days. Includes
S.B. 120.00
a small group of 1930s first flight covers. Should provide some fun for an eBay marketer.
Collector’s closet cleanout in two cartons. Most of the value is in the mixed contents of the plastic tub but there is some utility in the
expensive unused U.S. albums, sheet file folders along with the other supplies.
S.B. 100.00
A comprehensive assortment of thousands on and off paper. Duplication but also interesting items. Good group for the internet
dealer.
S.B. 40.00
A comprehensive group of stamps on and off paper as well as stock pages and a few album pages. Contains interesting items and
S.B. 40.00
worth a view.
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Dealer’s worldwide souvenir sheets stock of a couple thousand housed in over a dozen sheet file folders. An exceptionally clean
group of all mint and nearly all never hinged. A desirable holding in tip top condition ready for internet sales.
Cat. 17000.00
A better group than normally encountered of never hinged items that look to be all different. Although mostly souvenir sheets there
are some larger items. A very attractive lot worth your time to view.
Cat. 3640.00
Thousands of mint and used stamps that will provide the internet dealer stock for his site. Singles and sets are plentiful from modern
S.B. 3500.00
and earlies. There is duplication and mixed condition on the earlies. This is definitely a selection to view.
Thousands of mint and used stamps on album pages and packets each with a specific country. These pages were put together for
counter sales and some have strong catalog value. An enjoyable lot to search for desirable items.
S.B. 2500.00
Dealer’s folder collections that have many desirable items. Early Great Britain has a number one. The Italy section has material on paper
of interest. A careful inspection is sure to reveal the goodies. Some mixed condition on the earlies. Worth a view.
S.B. 2400.00
A rather extensive world collection that has traveled a bit but has many fresh items. Thousands of low to medium values. The pages
are moderately filled stronger in some areas. Some mixed condition on the earlies as to be expected. Plan a little extra time to view this
group.
S.B. 2000.00
A better group of folder collections. Thousands of stamps from earlies to more recent are on album pages sorted by countries. Sparsely
S.B. 2000.00
filled but better items can be found throughout. Take time to inspect this group.
A dealer’s unsorted stock in six pizza boxes that encourages careful viewing. There are earlies and modern material to be sorted
through. Take time to check this one out and you will be pleased.
S.B. 2000.00
Six pizza boxes filled with singles sets and covers from earlies to more modern. Included is some U. N. as well as some early British.
Pickings throughout and worth your time to view.
S.B. 1800.00
Twenty-three Scott International albums from the late 19th Century to the late 1980s in eight cartons, possibly a full set. Thousands
of mixed common mint and used stamps in full, partial sets, singles, and souvenir sheets with surprises hidden everywhere. Strong in
Europe, Latin America, and Asia, especially China. Needs a thorough viewing to fully appreciate. Could be busted out into country
groups for easy sales.
S.B. 1600.00
Several thousand mounted in three Scott Internationals with issues from 1940 to the mid 1950’s. mixed mint and used with many
complete sets throughout. Well balanced country content awaiting new albums.
S.B. 1500.00
Two cartons of better than usual duplicates from a large world collection sold in our last sale. Consists of two red boxes of cataloged
(2012) sets and singles amounting to well over sixteen hundred, 102 size cards. Thousand of dollars in catalog value (mainly $4-$100
each card) needing new catalog values before sale. Also includes a fairly equal number of glassines in two long paperclip boxes filled
with country sorted stamps that have never been processed. Thousand of stamps, some duplication. Will be loads of fun to break down,
fill unusual spaces in your world collection, or market on the internet.
S.B. 1500.00
Two small stockbooks containing around 700 mixed mint and used stamps in partial sets, singles, and souvenir sheets having useful
backup from 1870s to the 1960s. Includes decent British colonies and worldwide which appeared to have been saved by the collector
because he liked to sort his better items this way.
S.B. 1200.00
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Worldwide assortment in three cartons. Thousands of mostly mint stamps but also used having backup roughly from the early 20th
Century to the 1980s. Most of the value is in the thirty-two cigar boxes or candy tins of new issues mainly from Western Europe and
Canada from the 1970s and 1980s in glassines as purchased by the owner. Also includes mixture of mint and used in other cigar boxes,
file folders, several binders etc. A super selection for the internet entrepreneur.
S.B. 1000.00
Mainly worldwide but also some United States collection/accumulation in twelve cartons from the late 19th Century to the 1980s.
Comprises tens of thousands of mint and used stamps having enormous backup and multiples in albums of which many are disheveled
having loose bindings, tape holding the bindings together, or no front cover. Also includes stockbooks, album pages, plastic bags, and
glassines. Lots of material for constructing bargain internet boxes.
S.B. 1000.00
Mint and used stock in glassines, stock pages and on album pages. Good mixture that will provide hours of enjoyment. Take a moment
to view and discover what interests you.
S.B. 1000.00
Valuable and attractive stock of a couple hundred on 102 cards that were never offered for sale. Strong selection with many desirable
items ready for internet sales. Owner’s value is 11,550. Nicely set up for easy processing, making this lot a good opportunity for high
retail profits.
S.B. 1000.00
A very good accumulation including Ghana on White Ace pages to 1982, Egypt, Luxembourg, and more. A clean group of stamps
with an owner catalog of over $11,000. Ideal for making singles and small groups for the internet. Worth a few moments of your time
to view.
S.B. 1000.00
Worldwide album selection in six cartons roughly from the late 19th Century to the 1960s.Thousands and thousands of mint and
used stamps having backup in around twenty-five albums from various makers. Many of the albums are disheveled having loose bindings or tape holding the bindings together but still plenty of material to satisfy your philatelic needs. Ready to sell by the album.
S.B. 950.00
Worldwide collection in forty-eight clean Scott International albums roughly from the early 1900s to the 1990s in twelve cartons.
Hundreds and hundreds of mixed mint and used stamps in full, partial sets, and singles. Many of the albums are sparsely populated
giving you the opportunity to fill the empty spaces with all your loose stamps that you have been saving for this moment. Go for it.
S.B. 950.00
Nine cartons of runoff from a successful show dealer. Thousands of stamps in albums, stockbooks, approval cards, envelopes you
can’t see into, juvenile collections, and loose. One carton is album pages, manila stock sheets, clippings and mixtures are present
throughout. Among the wide array of diverse miscellaneous philatelic paraphernalia, we spotted a decent stock book of British Commonwealth, Swedish FDC’s, a box of “My First Stamp Album”, and much more. Good for internet lots, box lots, or selling by the
unit.
S.B. 900.00
Scott international volume I split into three. Well balanced contents of many thousand mounted, sometimes in the margins, on the
backs of pages or shingled up. Pay attention to the out of place items as many are better values or unusual, not regularly included.
S.B. 900.00

Messy general foreign lot hiding many surprises from a large West Coast hoard. Includes: boxes, envelopes, stockbooks, albums,
loose pages, folder collections, etc. acquired over many years. Strongest in Germany, Hungary, Argentina, Spain, and Russia, but varied
enough to be of interest to the generalist. Hours and hours of profitable philatelic fun. See the webphotos.
S.B. 850.00
Three pizza boxes filled with glassines early to modern. Two with Mid-East and Asia material including Korea and the third has Eastern
Europe stamps. Good pickings throughout. Worth your time to view.
S.B. 800.00
Many thousand stamps in stockbooks and albums. A good number are international albums but also others. Includes an interesting
group of a Czechoslovakia cancellation study for the specialist. Photos are a small sample of what this lot contains. A terrific opportunity
for the international collector. Well worth the time to view.
S.B. 750.00
A large comprehensive assortment of several thousand with duplication. Many of the stamps are from the first half of the twentieth
century, sorted out in manila envelopes by country. Perfect group for the internet dealer to make singles and sets. Good profits can be
made.
S.B. 700.00
Four better collections, Lebanon, Laos, Indonesia and Cambodia all end in the range of 2000- 2013 with many souvenir sheets. All
are fresh and the souvenir booklets look interesting. Useful collections awaiting first class albums.
S.B. 700.00
A mixed lot of widely varied contents on stock pages and in glassines. A wide variety of countries including 19th century Great Britain, Australia “O S”, perfed officials, Hungary imperfs and more. Owner’s catalog $11,7000. Take the time to view this one.
S.B. 700.00
Many hundred different mint neatly lined up in three stockbooks. Wide scope of countries represented with complete sets and short
S.B. 650.00
sets. Some NH scattered throughout. Helpful for the worldwide collector.
A-Z worldwide collection in ten Harris Statesmen albums roughly from the early 1900s to the 1980s in three cartons. Thousands and
thousands of mixed mint and used stamps in full, partial set, singles, and souvenir sheets having many from approval sources. Lots and
lots of stamps ready to sell either by the album or by the country. Worth your time to view.
S.B. 650.00
Foreign Delicacies, Easy to Digest. Nine binders of singles, sets, etc. Identified, priced, and often annotated. Little duplication and
eye-popping diversity. Includes oddities and varieties. Owner’s total catalog is listed as over $18,000. Obvious retail appeal.
S.B. 600.00
Thousands of stamps in glassines, stockbooks and albums including a few International/World albums. Also included is a set of World
Wildlife Fund albums. The many covers round out this selection. Condition is mixed and duplication exists. A great lot for the internet
dealer.
S.B. 600.00
PAGE 9
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Everything but the Kitchen Sink. Eight cartons ending the Jefferson Park holding. Includes an accumulation of general foreign stamps,
albums, single country stockbooks, folder collections, loose pages, etc. All eras represented. Many different countries with varying
degrees of representation. Thousands and thousands and thousands of mint and used stamps housed in every conceivable way. Includes
singles, broken and complete sets, ordinary and unusual material, and old and modern items. Disorganized but not too junky, smelly,
moldy, or creepy. Huge catalog value and jam-packed with surprises. Fun job lot.
S.B. 550.00
New issues from the 1980s and 1990s. Many countries are represented in this fresh clean group especially Australia, Russia, and Tuvalu.
A good number of other British colonies also present. Take a few minutes to look at this desirable selection.
S.B. 550.00
A comprehensive assortment with better items here and there on album pages, stockbooks, dealer’s sales pages and in glassines. Worth
S.B. 550.00
a few minutes of your time to view.
Four cartons comprised of a wide-ranging foreign aggregation in 38 or more stockbooks, albums or binders and other storage means.
Much is topical in nature with marine life a prominent theme, and lesser coverage of birds, dance, and others. The non-topical portion
consists of two International albums with a lot of stamps; a UN collection including a 38 sheet; a Scott Scandinavia album; an unsorted
box of Great Britain Penny lilacs; some decent Monaco and France with a high face count; plus more. Should be fun to break down
and fun to bid on.
S.B. 500.00
This selection includes Haiti, Burundi, Cuba and others with Poland and Romania having the greater value. Strong presents of Israel
that deserves careful examination. Take your time viewing to find the goodies.
S.B. 500.00
A disjointed accumulation which includes Ireland, Isle of Man, Israel, Austria and Yugoslavia. The Ireland, Isle of Man, and Israel are
small groupings of modern issues with some duplication while the Austria, Yugoslavia are elementary collections. If you are a general
S.B. 500.00
foreign accumulator this batch is right up your alley.
A small assembly of two stock books. The first is primarily 2009-2001 issues of Thailand, Korea, and Taiwan. The second is mostly
some flower topics (2200 items) of older to 2010 issues. A tiny batch of Montserrat/Leeward Islands. Finally, you’ll spot a small box of
Indonesia holding mint singles and sets all identified with some duplication. Worthy of some serious consideration.
S.B. 500.00
Worldwide binder selection from the early 1900s to roughly 2000 in two cartons. Hundreds and hundreds of mixed mint and used
stamps in full, partial sets, singles, and souvenir sheets in seven binders and on album pages. Involves Japan, Liechtenstein, Vatican
(2), Malta, Russia (mostly unmounted), and United Nations only from 1999-2006.
S.B. 500.00
Thousands of mint and used stamps from Turkey, Yemen, Pakistan, Iraq, Iran, Laos and occupied Hungary plus others. Turkey has
the stronger material and there is a selection of souvenir sheets. Well worth your time to view.
S.B. 500.00
A large accumulation of common stamps with much duplication. Thousands of stamps in albums, glassines, and stock sheets with a
few covers and souvenir sheets. It may be worth your time to look through these items for an important find. Take a look.
S.B. 500.00
A comprehensive assortment beginning with a few France mint sheets and continuing with items from their colonies. Sheets from Finland,
Austria and Lichtenstein are also included. Good selection of material from European countries including the Channel Islands, booklets
from Sweden and Norway and stock books filled with mint stamps. Also included are some better used items especially of Canada. Finally,
there is better Germany to round out the group. High catalog and certainly worth your careful viewing.
S.B. 500.00
A-Z collection in nine Scott International albums from 1941 to the mid-1970s in three cartons. Encompasses hundreds of mixed mint
and used stamps in full, partial sets, and singles. Some albums are very sparse but there are some pockets of Western Europe, British
Commonwealth, European colonies, and Latin America. United States includes C1-6 and C18. Overall a decent start to fill these albums
with your loose stamps.
S.B. 500.00
A rather better stock with a broad range of countries. Many of the stamps are on album pages with the balance in stockbooks with
duplication. Emphasis on Africa, however, Germany with some better catalog is well represented as is Monaco, and the British colonies
with the 1937 Coronation Issue. Well worth to take a few minutes to view.
S.B. 450.00
Accumulation of a couple thousand arranged on a few dozen two-sided black stock pages. Includes many medium grade values and
sets. Sensible duplication. Great lot for the internet or show dealer. Worth a view.
S.B. 450.00
Worldwide Souvenir Sheets and Booklets. Five binders of mostly NH souvenir sheets and fresh booklets. Most items identified and
priced. Only a few duplicates. Of interest to topical collectors and area specialists. Attractive and often colorful. Much variety. Owner’s
retail value figured at $3,000. Neat, clean, and ready to go.
S.B. 450.00
A bulbous Worldwide lot of mostly 1970’s and 1980’s mint NH singles and sets on Scott International pages. Strongest in Europe,
Africa, and Oceania. Lots of remounting lays ahead. Great educational tool.
S.B. 450.00
Clean mixed accumulation in four cartons. The highlight is the complete Ryukyu collection less #17. Also, of interest is the sparce
Great Britain collection in a clean Lighthouse hingeless album, four volume Harris Standard collection, Japanese souvenir sheets, three
volume U.N. collection, Israel, and Canadian year sets with a purported $300+ face value. Good lot to breakdown for easy profits.
S.B. 450.00
Almost 15,000 stamps that appear to be all different. Most countries are represented. Take your time in viewing this assortment.
S.B. 450.00
Over a thousand stamps on 102 cards and others for your inspection. This is quality material that will complement dealer stock.
Inspection will prove helpful in determining value. Take time to view.
S.B. 450.00
A comprehensive assortment of a thousand or more stamps about half organized in glassines. May take a little time to go through but
it is worth the effort.
S.B. 425.00
A large holding in 26 albums. Many of the albums are sparsely populated but thousands of stamps are present. Duplication exists and
some mixed condition on the earlies as to be expected. There could be many sleepers here. Worth exploring.
S.B. 400.00
A select group of 26 different souvenir sheets including Czechoslovakia Václav Hollar, German Goethe, Hungary Ameripex Chicago
1986, Oman, Voyage of Sindbad, Swiss Pro Patria and others. These souvenir sheets are fresh and never hinged. A very desirable assortment.
S.B. 400.00
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Thirteen three ring binders filled with thousands of stamps. It looks disheveled at first glance and second glance but there are interesting items throughout. Worth the time to work your way through the pages.
S.B. 400.00
A large group of albums and stockbooks moderately filled with thousands of stamps. Better selections include China, Korea, and
Canada (mint). Condition mixed but many attractive sound stamps present. Duplication exists and worth your time to view.
S.B. 400.00
Beneficial batch of medium to better values and sets. Chiefly Germany and Iceland from the mid 20th century. Overall clean.
S.B. 375.00
A comprehensive assortment of over a thousand stamps to build your stock. With some duplication. Good for the internet or show
S.B. 350.00
dealer. Worth a look.
New and Newer. Two groups of new issues. The first packet of material dates from 1997 to 1998; the second, from 2017 to 2020.
Includes singles, sets, sheetlets, souvenir sheets, etc. Clean, colorful, and fresh. Many topics and countries represented. High overall
catalog value.
S.B. 350.00
Accumulation in six cartons roughly from the early 20th Century to the 1970s. Consists of thousands of mixed mint and used stamps
having plenty of backup in three Citation albums, a potpourri of other sparse albums, several binders, lots of on/off paper, envelopes
S.B. 350.00
etc. Also includes a small holding of mainly unused US postal stationery. Perfect lot for building bargain boxes.
A better stock than normally encountered with 16 job lots having many desirable items. Ideal for making singles or small groups for
the internet. Worth the few minutes needed for thorough viewing.
S.B. 350.00
A better stock of several thousand. France and Netherlands are the stronger areas, along with South America and other Europe. Sets
and souvenir sheets are present as well as philatelic items. Look carefully to uncover the goodies.
S.B. 350.00
A comprehensive assortment of almost all Europe with an emphasis on Germany, however, Danzig, Norway, France and others are
present. Duplication exists and will be of interest to the internet dealer. Worth a look.
S.B. 325.00
A comprehensive assortment of thousands of mint and used in storage and shoe boxes with duplication. An ideal lot for making sets
S.B. 300.00
and singles for the internet. Take a look.
A very attractive group of souvenir sheets that appear to be never hinged and are clean and fresh with some duplication. This is a
desirable lot for the internet dealer. Nicely set up for easy processing.
S.B. 300.00
Valuable Two-Part Summer Project. (Part One) Three-volume Great Britain and British Commonwealth collection, 1960-1970. Mostly
complete sets, mint and used. (Part Two) One volume German states and Germany, 1870s to 1946. Includes BOB. Mixture of mint and
used singles and sets. Attractive appearing collections; unfortunately, many mint stamps are stuck or slightly stuck to pages. Tongs and
TLC necessary.
S.B. 300.00
Small group of very saleable material. Includes The 1949 UPU sets, Switzerland souvenir sheets, Saar, Mexico, etc.. All clean.
S.B. 300.00
Two bankers’ boxes filled to the brim with thousands of stamps both singles and sets in glassines. This is a great lot for the internet
S.B. 300.00
or show dealer. Take time to view this group.
Thirteen binders with hundreds of almost all different stamps and many earlies. Well organized to make viewing convenient. Worth
your time to look at them.
S.B. 300.00
Thousands of stamps on over 200 stock pages that can be easily viewed. Ideal for making singles or small groups for the internet. A
particularly useful assemblage.
S.B. 300.00
A comprehensive assortment on sparsely filled album pages. An alphabetical arrangement in file folders helps in viewing the thousand
S.B. 300.00
plus stamps. Take time to inspect carefully and you may find a good buy.
A lovely start to an international collection. The stamps are fresh and were selected carefully then housed in a like new Scott International Vol. 1 album. Strength in Brazil and France, and in British Commonwealth countries. Nice for further expansion.
S.B. 270.00
Three cartons of worldwide assortment from the late 19th Century to the 1970s. Contains thousands of mixed mint and used stamps
in remaindered albums, stockbooks, etc. having backup. Coming along for the journey are a selection of common United States mainly
S.B. 250.00
commercial covers from mid-20th Century to several decades later. Useful for selling by the piece or a grouping.
Banker’s box of new issues (2004-2012) most in their original packaging. Post office fresh. Around 25 pounds of stuff to process.
Main countries: Denmark, Ireland, and Channel Islands. An original treasure hunt.
S.B. 250.00
Banker’s box of a retired dealer’s folder collections. Most are small country groups priced at about 1/3 of catalog (of an unknown
S.B. 220.00
year. You should look for there may be hidden treasures. Small gambler’s lot for sure.
An atypical combination of Cuba and United Nations selection in one carton. Involves Cuba in two counter books from 1890s to
1991 having mint sets and singles priced and ready to sell. Also entails a folder of attractive tobacco labels plus miscellany. United Nations incorporates albums, stockbooks and sales pages roughly from 1951 to the 1980s. Contains hundred and hundreds of useful mint
and used stamps that would benefit by finding a new home.
S.B. 200.00
Thousands upon thousands of on and off paper (mostly off) from the 19th century to contemporary (mainly later). Huge variety of
common stamps.
S.B. 100.00

TOPICALS
190

*

A most comprehensive John Kennedy (JFK) 1964 Memorial A-Y (Ajman-Yemen) collection in five binders from the Old Salt Estate.
Comprises hundreds and hundreds of mint stamps in full sets, singles, souvenir, deluxe, and full sheets mainly nicely mounted in either
clear or black mounts on White Ace pages. Includes many hard-to-find issues involving imperf singles, sets, and souvenir sheets. This
collection is as complete as one would expect in today’s philatelic market. An aficionado of JFK will really appreciate it. This collection
was the pride and joy of the owner who now wishes to pass it on to the next generation.
S.B. 950.00
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**
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**/*
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*/^/CV

A valuable and attractive topical collection of the twenty-first century that retails for about $3550 is waiting for you. Some of the
topics covered are transportation, marine life, flowers, dogs, horses and scouting. Thousands of singles, sets and souvenir sheets from a
variety of countries. Denmark, China, Tanzania, Portugal and Great Britain and Commenwealth are represented. A topical group worth
a good look.
S.B. 750.00
A topical group of hundreds of covers as well as mint items. There are a few beginners’ albums, but the focus is on covers. This would
be a good group for the internet or dollar table at a show. Inspect this to come up with the right number.
S.B. 350.00
A bulging Scott Specialty binder passionately filled with Antarctic themed issues from Algeria to Venezuela. No FSAT, BAT, AAT.
An extremely comprehensive endeavor consisting of a multitude of sets taking up hundreds of hours to source and duplicate.
S.B. 300.00
Two topical groups from the Jefferson Park estate filling one banker’s box. Red Cross, and Roosevelt are featured. Hundreds and
hundreds of stamps and covers. The Red Cross album is especially nice. Somewhat disheveled, but very useful.
S.B. 300.00

AFRICA
195

*/^

196

*/^

Collections of African countries include Burundi, Ghana, Liberia, Libya and Mozambique that are sparce at the beginning but pick
up later. There is almost no duplication. Worth a look.
S.B. 800.00
Independent Africa collection in a Scott Specialty album. Contains hundreds and hundreds of mixed mint and used stamps in full,
partial sets, and singles. The best is Liberia from 1860 to 1960. The remaining countries including Libya, Somalia, Tunisia, UAR, etc.
are from the 1950s to 1962. If you want a good foundation for a Liberian collection this lot might be for you.
S.B. 400.00

ASIA
197

*/^

198

^/*

Japan and Ryukyu group in a mismatched three ring binder. Mainly mint 1940-1960. Plenty of sets, souvenir sheets, and catalog
S.B. 325.00
value. Spend some quality time viewing this bargain.
Asia accumulation roughly from the late 19th Century to the 1970s in a medium pizza size box. Hundreds of mainly used stamps
in glassines and stock cards. Incorporates Japan, Korea, Hong Kong, Siam. etc. No better items but lots of old stamps to satisfy your
philatelic needs.
S.B. 100.00

BENELUX
199

*/^/CV

Benelux album accumulation filling a large carton from the Jefferson Park estate. Huge aggregate catalog value. Huge original cost..
Highlights include: a better than beginner Netherlands and Colonies album (Scott Specialty) with a couple thousand stamps, Two three
ring binders filled with haphazardly organized Netherlands new issues from 1960 through the early 2000s. Many NH sets and souvenir sheets. Perfect for a continuation album. Luxembourg collection of many hundreds in a clean Scott Specialty album. Belgium is
represented by a binder of accumulated stamps with an emphasis on NH sets from the modern era. Many useful stamps to add to and
enhance an existing collection or break down into dozens of easy eBay selling lots.
S.B. 800.00

BRITISH
200

*/^
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**
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*/^
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*/^
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*/^
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Stock arranged in glassines. Includes several thousand, mostly different, primary mint never hinged sets. Only a little duplication.
Well worth a few minutes to view.
Cat. 14900.00
A highly delightful selection of twenty-first century British related material. Included are Jersey, Australia, New Zealand, Guernsey,
Isle of Man and Ireland. Thousands of mint, never hinged singles and sets with a retail of over $7,000. Nicely set up for easy processing.
S.B. 1100.00
Hundreds of mint and used British stamps. New Zealand and South Africa are well represented with other colonies are present.
Duplication exists. A group of sales books and a selection of covers, mostly South African, round out this lot. Worth a few moments of
your time to view.
S.B. 700.00
A better group of British colonies. Australian States and Canadian provinces are well represented with the Canadian group, in a Lighthouse
album has good beginnings in Newfoundland and Nova Scotia. Other colonies are represented with well over one hundred 102 cards,
and the material is clean fresh. Some mixed condition on a very few of the earlies. This is a collection that would be great to build on.
S.B. 650.00
A variety of British colonies with strength in Australian States and Mauritius, however, many others are included. Take time for this
one.
S.B. 600.00
Over a thousand mint and used including Canada, Australia and Great Britain. We saw some nice early Canada. Look carefully to
uncover all the goodies.
S.B. 550.00
A modern clean British accumulation. Includes Gambia, Singapore, and a tad of Bangladesh. Looks to be all NH, a tiny bit of duplication. Terrific topical temptations.
S.B. 500.00
A better group of stamps especially those from the colonies on hingeless album pages. Definitive covers have interesting cachets and
there are a few souvenir sheets. There is earlier material in glassines and on stock pages. It is worth your time to take a careful look at
this group.
S.B. 450.00
The Caribbean Islands of Montserrat and Antigua have early and modern issues to the late 1960’s with Montserrat being more
extensive including blocks, plate strips and perfin specimens. A small selection of Transvaal is accompanied by forgeries with owner’s
description. This is a lot for the avid British collector. Enjoy your viewing.
S.B. 400.00
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*/^
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*/^
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A rather better stock than normally encountered. Many of the colonies are represented with early material. A selection of Canadian
Provinces and Australian States accompany this group. Some mixed condition on the earlies as to be expected. Well worth the time to
view.
S.B. 300.00
Glassines packed with thousands of British colonial stamps. Some earlies and a few souvenir sheets make this a group that needs to
be investigated. Little duplication. Take time to enjoy combing through the five pizza boxes to come up with the right number.
S.B. 1250.00
Collections of Aitutaki, Ceylon, Fiji, Lesotho and Uganda provide a good start for the collector. Many earlies and souvenir sheets
would be improved by being in new albums. Most of the sets are complete and a good amount of never hinged present. A close look
will benefit the buyer.
S.B. 800.00
Attractive collections of the Falkland Is., Antigua, St Vincent and Montserrat to the early twenty first century. Owner’s catalog is
$7,740. These are collections that can be continued and deserve a first-class album. Well worth a few minutes of your viewing time to
come up with the right number.
S.B. 1200.00

BRITISH CARIBBEAN
213

**FDC

214

**

A clean group of Antigua and Barbuda. The first mentioned are a couple sets in sheets of 20 and a couple souvenir sheets x20. The
latter consists of a few sets and over a dozen FDC’s. All Columbus topicals.
S.B. 240.00
Over sixty black stockcards housing various topically orientated sets from the 1970’ and 1980’s. Retail $850, all NH F-VF or better.
S.B. 130.00

CENTRAL AMERICA
215

*/^

A group of stamps from Nicaragua and Mexico that deserve a good look. Good amount of value in the early Mexico and Nicaragua
has an impressive group of air mails some are overprints. Make time to view this useful selection.
S.B. 300.00

CENTRAL EUROPE
216

*/^/CV

A couple stockbooks and a few loose glassines holding mostly Austria and Liechtenstein. Mostly mint NH with good value in souvenir
sheets and mini sheets. Out of character but valuable is a page of Austrian 19th century. A useful group.
S.B. 500.00

EATERN EUROPE
217

*/^

Eastern Europe in two Scott albums from the 1880s to the early 1960s in one carton. Involves hundreds and hundreds of mixed mint
and used stamps in full, partial sets, and singles. Entails Albania, Bulgaria, Czechoslovakia, Hungary, Yugoslavia, Poland, and Romania.
Romania appears to be the best having decent Hungary and Bulgaria. A few stock pages appear to contain Polish year sets from the
1960s. A good beginning for an Eastern European collection.
S.B. 350.00

EUROPE
218

*/^

219

*/^

220

*/^

Useful collector’s collections of Switzerland, Luxembourg, Liechtenstein, Bulgaria, Latvia and Lithuania that will look great in new
albums. Many of the earlies are present and the material is fresh. Owners catalog $17,850. Souvenir sheets add to the desirability of
this holding as does an occasional cover. A fine opportunity to begin some outstanding collections.
S.B. 2000.00
Five pizza boxes packed with stamps in glassines including Italy, Austria, Switzerland, Spain, Belgium, and more. Early to modern
with many mint and mint never hinged. A desirable holding with value to be mined from it.
S.B. 1200.00
Mostly mint accumulation in various forms. Italy and areas (includes an AMG collection in a Bush album) are the best, then comes, not
necessarily in value order Hungary, Poland, Portugal, Poland, San Marino, and Spain. Much NH and many sets and souvenir sheets.
S.B. 900.00

LATIN AMERICA
221

*/^

222

*/^

223

*/^

224

*/^

225

*/^

Five Latin American collections in binders worth your inspection. Mexico and Costa Rica are the strongest with an owner catalog
value of $5240. When adding Haiti, Chile and Dominican Republic his total is $8950. These are interesting collections with overprints,
back of the book and souvenir sheets. Check out these good collections looking for albums.
S.B. 1200.00
A particularly good accumulation that includes Mexico, Argentina, Haiti and Columbia. Interesting earlies in each of the countries.
A desirable holding to augment your collection. Duplication exists. Well worth checking out.
S.B. 600.00
Two pizza boxes filled with stamps in glassines. A wide variety from earlies to modern are waiting for your viewing.
S.B. 500.00
Thousands of stamps from various countries of South and Central America. There is duplication but a good start to building collections is present. Very little twenty-first century material but well worth you time to view.
S.B. 450.00
An exciting Latin America accumulation of three collections. The Mexico has the greatest value with good airmails and Expotas
containing specialized material. The Chile and Venezuela are basic starter collections worthy of expansion. Nice assembly for what it
is.
S.B. 375.00
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226

*/^

Two Latin America collections. Entails hundreds and hundreds of mixed mint and used stamp in full, partial sets, and singles in four
Marini binders but on Minkus or some quadrille pages. Involves Ecuador from 1865-2002 and Venezuela from1859-2000.
S.B. 350.00

MIDDLE EAST
227

*/^

Two Mideast collections, Lebanon and Persia (Iran). The first is a modest collection beginning in the mid 1940’s to 1990 and the
Persian collection is weak in the early years but quickly populates at the end of the 19th century and continues to 2003. Souvenir sheets
S.B. 650.00
are present and almost no duplication. A useful collection awaiting a first-class album.

SCANDINAVIA
228

*/^

Four nice Scandinavian collections with Denmark having a strong beginning as well as Finland. Two binders are filled with sets and
souvenir sheets of Sweden. The material is fresh and interesting items are present. There is a Faroe Island collection that has good sets
S.B. 1600.00
among this selection. This is group that a collector will find desirable.

229

*/^

230

^

A valuable and attractive stock that includes many desirable items. The stock pages of stamps are complimented by souvenir sheets
and booklets. Sets and singles are present with a little duplication. An interesting group that will attract attention.
S.B. 900.00
Used collection of several hundred different mounted on clean Scott specialty pages to the early 1970’s. Denmark and Sweden have
most of the value. A lovely collector’s collection to continue. Well worth a good look.
S.B. 450.00

WESTERN EUROPE
231

*/^

An advanced and highly specialized assortment of Belgium material what is simuar to commemorative panels promoting the defeat
of tuberculosis and an anniversary of the construction of Orval Monastery. For the specialist many well organized town cancels of
Germany and Austria are present. Material from Sweden, San Marino and Greece round out this selection. The specialist will find these
of considerable interest and viewing a must.
S.B. 700.00

AUSTRALIAN STATES
232

*/^

A lovely lot to build upon. South Australia which has most of the value and Tasmania are mounted on pages (no album) All items have
been scanned. This group has many desirable items.
S.B. 350.00

AUSTRALIA
233

**

234

*/^

Calling All Kangaroos! Beautiful lot of contemporary Australian postage. Thousands of stamps. Minimal duplication. Total face value
is approximately 1,900 Australian dollars. Includes loads of colorful singles, sets, sheetlets, souvenir sheets, etc. Many topics. Fresh.
Face 1900.00
G’day, mate! Two collection remnants in Scott albums, a stockbook, and a packet of stamps from the Land Down Under. Not much
in the way of Roos or other earlies but enough later material is here to make a quick look worthwhile. Also includes a nearly empty
Scott album of Australian dependencies.
S.B. 150.00

AUSTRIA
235

*/^

236

*

237

^

Austria aggregation in a large carton. Many hundreds identified on 102 size sales cards in five boxes, a post war Lindner album,
and a small box with better items. Overall, mostly mint in F-VF condition with manageable duplication. Useful for dealer or collector.
Well worth exploring.
S.B. 500.00
An advanced and highly specialized collection of black prints from 1949 to 1987. Approximately 800 all different some with toning.
An inventory is included. If you are thinking of taking your Austrian collection in a new direction this is your opportunity. Catalog value
is sure to be many times estimate.
S.B. 200.00
Thirteen 19th century documents with a variety of uasages

S.B. 120.00

AUSTRIA AND AREAS
238

*/^

An attractive collection in two Scott Specialized albums. Spotty mostly used earlies but starting after WW I regular issues are mostly
complete mint turning to never hinged and runs to 2012. The back of the book is not as complete but still many useful items and a useful
selection of Bosnia. This is an especially clean group that deserves a careful look.
S.B. 600.00

AUSTRIA-LOMBARDY AND VENETIA
239

^
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Collection of a few hundred used 19th century running from the 1st issues through the perf 9½ Coat of Arms. Great holding for the
specialist to acquire different papers and printing types plus a wide range of clear readable cancels. Not to be missed.
S.B. 550.00

RASDALE STAMP COMPANY
BELGIUM
240

*/^

Fourteen album collection of Belgium right off the shelves of an avid collector. Twelve are expensive Marini albums from 18492007. Parallel mint and used 1951-1990. Includes parcel post. Well filled. The value is in the many mint complete sets that start out
hinged and flow through the later years NH. The last two albums, old Schaubeks, have been remaindered into the Marini albums, but
still hold considerable value. Great collection to continue.
S.B. 1900.00

BELGIUM AND BELGIAN CONGO
241

^/*

Mint and used Belgium and Belgian Congo collection. The Belgium group runs from 1849 to 1960. Mixed mint and used up to 1912
then turns mint. Some sets are present though the assembly is far from complete. The Congo group runs 1952-1963 with some sets,
sheets, and a few covers. A bona fide starter worthy of new albums.
Cat. 375.00

BELGIUM AND NETHERLANDS
242

*/^

A better stock than normally encountered. Includes Belgium and Netherlands and a few colonies. Complete sets and a good selection of back of the book enhance this stock. Over a thousand stamps to search through to find the best items. Great lot for the internet
S.B. 450.00
or show dealer.

BOSNIA-HERZEGOVINA
243

*/^

Bosnia-Herzegovina selection from the 1880s to 1917 in a medium box. Hundreds and hundreds of mixed mint and used stamps having enjoyable backup in two stockbooks and album pages. The Lindner stockbook and album page are the best being dedicated to the
first issue, coast of arms. The second stockbook is from 1905-1917. Great for searching for varieties, perforations and cancels. Appears
S.B. 500.00
unpicked, slightly disorganized but well worth a look for the specialist or collector.

BULGARIA
244

*/^

245

*/^

An outstanding exhibit mounted on pages many years ago. Mainly from the 1st issues to the 1930’s. Many better values and sets
sometimes running parallel mint and used. Also, of note are the five pages of Austria and offices plus Turkey “used in”, multiples,
proofs, imperfs, overprint errors, shades etc. A hard lot to duplicate.
S.B. 1250.00
Mounted collection of a few hundred with issues to the early 1930’s. somewhat remaindered but still helpful especially in all the lion
types, the 1909 overprints, first semipostals, postage dues and the Cherry Wood Cannons. Includes both mint and used with multiples
and varieties throughout.
S.B. 600.00

CANADA
246

*/^

247
248

**
^

249

*/^

250

*/^

251

*/^

Massive hoard arranged in 1000’s #4 glassines. Runs from earlies to the 1970’s. A “soft” catalog is well over $90,000 as much of
the cheap stuff wasn’t counted. Even though some attempt was made to recognize variations, much can still be discovered in their
respective issues as it looks like it was done by a general accumulator and done pre Scott Classic and Unitrade. Hours upon hours of
entertainment awaits the specialist.
S.B. 6500.00
Twenty commemorative year book sets from 1995-2012 and 2014.
Face 750.00
Canada massive accumulation of small Queens from 1870-1897 in a medium box. Thousands of used stamps on stock cards and
stock, album pages having joyful backup. Untold number of cancels, varieties, shades, re-entry etc. to view. From a selection that for
decades have been tucked away. Specialists should take note as this could be you’re a rare opportunity to obtain so much of this type
of material.
S.B. 650.00
A highly delightful selection, including Scott # 175, 202, 203, 209 plus other mint never hinged blocks. There are some gems in this
S.B. 300.00
group and worth a close inspection by the Canada collector. Make time to view it.
Accumulation of mainly F1’s and some F2’s. Primarily used but more catalog value in the mint. Wide range of shades and cancels
for the specialist.
S.B. 300.00
Canada selection from the 1890s to the 1950s in a medium box. Hundreds of mint and used stamps in sale cards, album pages, and
S.B. 150.00
glassines having advantageous backup. Involves an assortment of law stamp. Tail end from a neat consignment.

CAYMAN ISLANDS
252

*

Cayman Island collection from 1900 to 2006. Hundreds and hundreds of mint stamps in full, partial sets, singles, and souvenir sheets in
a binder on Scott pages. Appear complete from 1937 to end. A nice collection ready for completion and continuation.
S.B. 350.00

^

Specialized collection of the 1853-1865 five centavos issue featuring plate varieties, shades and paper types. Most with machine cancelations. A good opportunity for the basis of an exhibit.
S.B. 400.00

CHILE
253
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254

^

Specialized accumulation of type A1’s of mostly a 5 centavos values. Includes varieties of watermarks, plate varieties, etc. good lot
for the specialist.
Cat. 150.00

255

*/^

A lovely group of PRC singles and sets with a few Republic of China mixed in. A few sets worth mentioning are # 402-404, 796-798
and a Republic of China 1355-1358.These attractive fresh stamps may fit your collecting interests. There is a little duplication but take
a close look to appreciate the offering.
S.B. 300.00

256

*/^

257

*/^

258

*

A general accumulation of mainly Imperial and Republic of China. Includes 19th and 20th century mint and used front and back of
the book. Mostly lower values with a few medium-priced items scattered about. Many sets can be found. Loads of searching, sorting,
and identifying needs to be done after you acquire this popular area.
S.B. 200.00
China assortment roughly from the early 1900s to the 1980s. Around 2,000 mixed mint and used stamps in a stockbook having lots
of backup. Super for looking for cancels or varieties. Go for it.
S.B. 200.00
About one hundred stamps from both the Peoples Republic of China and the Republic of China. There are a couple souvenir sheets.
A clean group from the mid twentieth century with some better items. Readily salable.
S.B. 75.00

CHINA

REPUBLIC OF CHINA
259

**/*

Two stockbooks holding mainly mint ROC. Many are in blocks. Lots of useful high catalog items. Owners 2018 catalog of $13,000.00.
Mixed condition. All included have webphotos. Inspection recommended.
Cat. 13000.00

PEOPLES REPUBLIC OF CHINA
260

**

261

**

Dealer’s stock in seven counter books. All never hinged sets in blocks plus souvenir sheets and a few booklets. Runs from 1985 to
1989. Especially clean and fresh ready for the internet.
S.B. 1050.00
An incredibly attractive group of thousands in stockbooks from 2000 to 2017. The stamps and numerous souvenir sheets are fresh
and never hinged. There is also a selection of Macao from 2003 to 2017. Some duplication exists making this a great lot for the internet
S.B. 700.00
or show dealer.

262

**

Twenty-two commemorative books (with stamps) from 1989 to 2004.

*/^

An old time 1855-1977 Cuban collection in three Scott albums with slip cases. Decent selection of mint and used singles. Many mint
and used sets with blocks or pairs from 1920 to 1977. Early issues tend to be toned as excepted and become cleaner from 1920 on. Nice
group that needs a new album.
S.B. 800.00

S.B. 100.00

CUBA
263

CZECHOSLOVAKIA
264

*/^

A most useful collector’s collection of hundreds of stamps with almost no duplication. Begins at the beginning and continues to 2002.
Strength throughout including early issues and back of the book. A new album would make it stand out among your other holdings. A
very desirable offering.
S.B. 350.00

DOMINICAN REPUBLIIC
265

**

(916-919/ 1126-1127) eleven different complete sets all Christopher Columbus topicals in singles and as sheets of fifty. NH F-VF or
better.
Cat. 5965.00

EASTERN RUMELIA
266
*/^
Mounted collection of around 60 stamps on a half dozen pages. Extensive array of this difficult area sometimes running parallel mint
and used. Also, of interest are the overprint varieties. Needs an expert’s inspection.
S.B. 300.00
EGYPT
267

*/^

268

*/^

269

*/^
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A largely complete collection in a Minkus album. It continues to 2015 and would be a great item to continue. Needs some work on
the earlies, however, the collector will have a great start toward completion. An original collector’s collection that deserves a good
bid.
S.B. 1800.00
An early to modern collection on Minkus international pages. A most useful collector’s collection that includes some mint sets. Ideal
for the collector or for making singles and sets for the internet. A useful selection.
S.B. 500.00
Egypt collection from 1866-2004 in two Marini albums and slipcases. Involves hundreds and hundreds of mixed mint and used stamps
in full, partial sets, singles, and souvenir sheets. Excellent opportunity to excel in an exciting country.
S.B. 400.00

RASDALE STAMP COMPANY
FINLAND
270

*/^

Finland assortment from the 1850s to 1992 in one carton. Incorporates hundreds and hundreds of mixed mint and used stamps in full,
partial sets, and singles having pleasant backup in albums, folders with old auction lots, album pages from remaindered collections, and
small brown box containing envelopes and sales cards. The best appears to be an older Scott hingeless in a brown binder. The collector
accumulated Finland over the years and perhaps hoped to assemble a master collection, but never got around to it. Plenty of classic
material present for the specialist. Worth a peek
S.B. 1000.00

FRANCE
271

**

272

*/^

Over fifty old auction lots of imperfs from the late 1980’s to the early 1990’s. Mostly sets with a few duplicated or in blocks. Great
topical potential and huge Maury catalog value. All NH VF.
S.B. 550.00
France mint commemoratives from 1960 to 1992 as sold by the Kenmore Stamp Company. Appears to be nearly complete and NH
including semi-postals. A few used are here as well. The original collector paid way too much for these but now you can buy them at
the appropriate price.
S.B. 150.00

FRANCE AND COLONIES
273

*/^

Impressive three volume mint and used collection in Master Global albums. Mainly 1950’s into the 1990’s. The mint is almost all
hinged. Also includes some imperfs and proofs. Owner’s catalog is $24,000. A new album would be an improvement as there are plenty
of stamps to tranfer over.
S.B. 950.00

274

*/^

275

*/^

A nice group of French colony material in glassines. Wide assortment and some souvenir sheets good for making up sets for the
internet. It is worth your time to view.
S.B. 600.00
France and colonies accumulation roughly from the late 19th Century to the 1960s in a medium box. Hundreds and hundreds of common mixed mint and used stamps on counter, stock pages having beneficial backup. Terrific for filling in the gaps in your collection
and recycling the rest.
S.B. 190.00

FRENCH AREAS
276

*

Accumulation of French area imperfs, deluxe proofs and other specialty stuff. Excellent condition, apparently all NH with a wide
array of topics. Best item appears to be St. Pierre and Miquelon Scott C25 but many other interesting and unusual items are here as
S.B. 200.00
well. Suitable for collector or dealer.

FRENCH COLONIES
277

**

278

**/*

A lovely fresh never hinged twenty first century selection that will appeal to collectors and dealers alike. Suggested retail is about
S.B. 650.00
$2960.00. The quality of these stamps is not to be overlooked. Worth a few minutes of your time to view.
An old time French common design collection of a few hundred stamps in complete sets. Also, a Chad to Rhine and Concorde.
S.B. 130.00

FRENCH OFFICES IN CHINA
279

*

A neat and clean mounted collection of over 170 French Offices in China forgeries. A fantastic group for the specialist.

S.B. 200.00

FRECH CONGO
280

*/^/CV

French Congo collection from 1891 to 1973 in a White Ace binder and slipcase. Hundreds and hundreds of mint and used stamps in full,
partial sets, singles, and souvenir sheets custom-organized on White Ace quadrille pages. Also inlcudes a small selection of postal stationery and covers. An atypical French colony not often encountered so comprehensive. Do not let it slip away.
S.B. 350.00

FRENCH POLYNESIA
281

*/^

A small box of French Polynesia in two parts. The first is a group of stamps and souvenir sheets cataloging about $340 and mostly
NH. The second is an interesting batch of 85 covers or postcards for which the used stamps catalog about $350. Worth a quick look
and bid if only to imagine an escape to a tropical paradise.
S.B. 200.00

FRENCH SOUTHERN ANTARCTIC TERRITORY
282

**/*

A clean and fresh French Southern Antarctic Territories mint collection nested in a Scott hingeless album. Mostly complete and
NH through 2011. However, 2008 is missing. Includes many high value sets and early airmails. Shelf ready.
S.B. 400.00
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GERMAN STATES
283

*/^

284

*/^/CV

285

*/^

Accumulation of several hundred mounted on a variety of pages. Many better values in mixed condition but does include some very
attractive items. Also, good cancel and shade possibilities. An old holding worthy of inspection.
S.B. 700.00
Consignment Mishmash. Two-part stamp and cover accumulation in one box. Features a Lindner album of stamps from the German
states, with beginning and intermediate material. Some items might require an expert’s eye for full evaluation. Also contains a grouping
of over 120 covers and cards, including WWI military correspondence from the United States and Germany, censored mail, assorted
POW mail, out-of-the-ordinary regular mail, covers addressed to Woodrow Wilson, and philatelic covers. Mixed condition. Worth a
close look.
S.B. 400.00
A group of German States forgeries and reprints from a large collection plus coverage of Heligoland and Alsace and Lorraine. Most
are identified as forgeries including some identified by maker. A few have certs and the lot includes examples of false cancellations
as well as forged stamps. Probably a few hundred fakes in total. An outstanding reference lot for the serious philatelic student. The
largest group of these we have seen in quite a while, see the photos to see how extensive this lot is.
S.B. 250.00

GERMANY
286

*/^

287

*/^

288

*/^/CV

289

*/^

290

*/^

291

*/^

292

*/^

293
294

^
*/^

295

*/^

296

*/^

297

*

An advanced and attractive collection that can be a great start for an aspiring German collector. It is well populated and of better
quality with all areas represented including German States, Germany before the war, Berlin and the Democratic Republic. There are
many booklets and a few mint sheets to round out this selection. The owners catalog value is $19, 000. A very desirable holding.
S.B. 2000.00
Germany Third Reich mint collection in a remaindered old Lindner “Falz Los” album. Includes a representative selection of stamps,
but no Zeppelins. The best part is the souvenir sheet section where B33a, B58, and the Ostropa sheet are all present. Just what you
need to fill those spaces in your album with the possibility of upgrading in others.
S.B. 1400.00
Three cartons of Germany from the Jefferson Park Estate. Highlights include: Third Reich old time Lighthouse Hingeless Album
collection, DDR mint early souvenir sheets in duplication, the remains of an old Bavaria collection, strong Zones group with French
Zone and Soviet Zone collections best, A handful of HOPs and zusammendruckes, a small carton of at one time sorted glassines, small
box of old propaganda cigarette cards, Soviet Zone Locals, a smattering of covers, stockbooks of misc., etc. Amazing amount of power
with surprises popping up in unexpected places. Would break down nicely into dozens of valuable, easily saleable eBay lots.
S.B. 1400.00
Soviet Zone locals identified by Michel numbers. A great number of varieties and an excellent lot for the specialist. These are very
desirable and in tip top condition. Take the time to view this material.
S.B. 950.00
A better assortment of stamps beginning as a collection with many desirable items like #C35-37 and many earlies. Includes occupation stamps as well as German Democratic Republic items. The remainder is duplicates as singles and in block form. Owners estimated
S.B. 900.00
catalog value is $7,000. An incredibly good collection looking for a new album.
Three cartons of German issues accumulated by an ardent fly-specker. Some varieties identified, others awaiting a new student to
search for them. The owner focused on inflation issues, AMG stamps, and the Building issue but there are varieties from other series
here as well. All stored with varying degrees of organization, in a couple dozen stockbooks or albums, in small boxes or grouped by
issue on sales cards. An incredible amount of work has already been done but with much more to do, this is a fantastic opportunity that
S.B. 600.00
is seldom presented so don’t be shy with your bid.
Third Reich Germany collection in a clean Lighthouse hingeless album 1933-1945. Mainly mint. Spot checking revealed around
50% NH. Includes the Wagner set, unused Ostropa sheet with perf seps, and a used 2M Chicago Zeppelin. Great lot to upgrade and
S.B. 425.00
show off. See the web photos.
Largely complete 3rd Reich used collection Lighhouse hingeless pages. Mostly F-VF
S.B. 400.00
Mostly AMG issues with all identified by Michel. Many varieties are included and worth a careful inspection. A good time to pick
up some specialized material. Enjoy the view.
S.B. 375.00
A desirable one page collection put together many moons ago. Primarily the first two Shield issues with some extras for shades and
some nice cancels.
S.B. 210.00
Germany accumulation in a banker box. Hundred and hundreds of mixed mint and used stamps having duplication. Entails lots of
envelopes and some stockbooks containing primarily Third Reich issues, often in multiples, appearing to have been accumulated as
new issues by someone living in Germany at the time. Some of the material in the stockbooks appears to adhere due to moisture. The
content of the envelopes appears fine. Needs inspection to come up with a comfortable number.
S.B. 200.00
A 5 inch stack of inflation sheets and large multiples mostly in sheet files. Sheets range from intact to major perf separations. Good
variety of issues including some non-inflation await the intrepid fly-specker. Eye strain medication not included.
S.B. 150.00

GERMANY AND AREAS
298

*/^
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Six cartons from a lifelong collector dedicated to all things philatelically German. Numerous album collections, occasionally duplicated, and all the left overs in stockbooks, envelopes, and loose are boxed in no order. We noticed an Ostropa sheet (a few flaws) and
some Zeppelins in one collection; modern mint up to about 2005; DDR mostly complete; and representation from German Colonies,
Berlin, Danzig and other areas as well. Perfect for dealer or Germanic focused collector. A super lot deserving a thorough review and
an aggressive bid.
S.B. 1250.00

299

*/^

300

^/*

301

*/^

RASDALE STAMP COMPANY

Two cartons of German Area runoff from an advanced collector. Embraces: cigar boxes, folder collections, loose pages, messy old
stockbooks, and a carton full of semi sorted singles and sets in glassines, sales cards, and “no see through” envelopes. A real treasure
hunt that could fill many spaces in a general, specialized Germany, or DDR collections.
S.B. 1000.00
An intriguing old holding on mylar pages, folded inside bid board pages and in envelopes that are hard to see into. Strength is in the
souvenir sheets including an Ostropa sheet, states and Berlin. The states are on the bid board pages and will require unfolding each one
S.B. 750.00
to see what’s inside. Spotted better items throughout. A hard lot to figure.
An old tyme hoard mounted on pages, on salespages and in glassines in a small carton. Includes likeable General Government,
Danzig, Saar, French Zones, colonies and the Fatherland itself. Many better values and sets. Some fake souvenir sheets, regumming,
and a handful of dubious covers are a concern. Also, of note is a group of space topical sets and souvenir sheets. Needs inspection.
S.B. 450.00

GERMANY AND BERLIN
302

*/^

A better collection in Lighthouse binders. The material is fresh, but it is only about 75% complete. Included are stock books of mostly
German material. The new owner will have the enjoyment of expanding and completing this collection. Do not pass this one up.
S.B. 300.00

GERMAN AREAS
303

*/^

A better stock than normally encountered. Empire, Berlin, Democratic Republic, Third Reich and Ersttagblatts are present along
with souvenir sheets and some interesting Third Reich postmarks. Desirable collection for the German enthusiast. Worth a look.
S.B. 450.00

GERMAN SOUTHWEST AFRICA
304

*

Complete collection of the basic numbers on Lindner hingeless pages. All Fine or better.

S.B. 325.00

EAST GERMANY
305

** *

A collection going to 1969 ideal to build upon. It has some of the more difficult early issues and the collection is a mixture of original
gum and never hinged. Worth the few minutes for a thorough viewing.
S.B. 450.00

GILBERT AND ELLICE ISLANDS
306

**/*

An exceptionally clean Gilbert and Ellice mint collection housed in a Scott hingeless album. Appears complete up to 1978. Mostly
NH sets. Shelf ready to go.
S.B. 400.00

GREAT BRITAIN
307

^

308

*/^

309

*/^

310

^/*

311

*/^

A vast used plate and cancel study on the classics. This will provide hours of research for the specialist and even more for the novice.
The owner’s catalog value is $69,000. If you specialize in this area, we highly recommend it to you.
S.B. 2500.00
A better collection of Great Britain including many earlies, two #1s, offices abroad and Machins. This would be a great start for a
S.B. 1600.00
British enthusiast, and this is your opportunity.
An interesting collection to 2014 that will draw your attention. A good group of earlies that include a #1 and about 150 #33s. The
latter part includes a good selection of souvenir sheets, many Machin Heads, postage dues and officials. Finally, there are a few offices
in Morocco. Some mixed condition on the earlies. This is one to look at.
S.B. 1400.00
A genuinely nice selection of officials and imperforated penny reds begin this lot. The album has mainly mint never hinged stamps
including Machin and a small group of souvenir sheets. Will provide hours of enjoyment. Take a look.
S.B. 475.00
S.B. 75.00
About 50 presentation packs plus a bit more.

CHANNEL ISLANDS
312

**/*

313

*/^

An especially clean and fresh collection of European quality housed in White Historical Albums. Most stamps are never hinged, and
it continues to 2008. Owners catalog is $8,400. Inspect and enjoy this outstanding collection.
S.B. 1200.00
An extensive and outstanding accumulation of Lundy Island stamps and covers. Dozens and dozens of these quaint and popular
items with several better noted. Also includes some Lundy ephemera, a bit of Herm Island, Calf of Man and similar pieces. The photos
tell the tale of the extent. Puffins for everybody!
S.B. 300.00

GREECE
314

*/^

Two volume Greece collection in expensive Marini albums. Begins with a representative group of Hermes heads and progresses
through mint modern sets (1990). Over 85% complete for the pages. Great album to work on toward completion. Great start to a new
country collection.
S.B. 800.00
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315

*/^

Approximately 300 large and small Hermes Heads arranged on six Hagner pages. Wide variety of mostly used. Looks like a fun
group to sort out shades, papers and cancels. Condition mixed.
S.B. 750.00

GREENLAND
316

*

A most useful collector’s collection in a Lindner album on clean hingeless pages to 1995. The early are hinged then becoming never
hinged in the 1960’s. A very desirable tip top condition collection.
S.B. 550.00

GRENADA
317

^/*

A very nice attractive collection that has many souvenir sheets to 2002. The earlies are sound and as the four binders progress it begins
to look like a topical group. This is a useful group awaiting a new album. Worth your time to view.
S.B. 600.00

HUNGARY
318

*/^

A collection that has a good beginning and continues to 2014. Has some of the more difficult items and a particularly good selection
of souvenir sheets. Back of the book is well represented with semi-postals, air mail, postage due, officials and newspaper stamps. A
collector’s collection that has a few philatelic event items. Worth the view.
S.B. 900.00

319

*/^

320

*/^

A most useful collector’s collection in two volumes augmented by three stockbooks full of mostly mint and nearly all never hinged.
This is a clean and desirable group that will please the Hungary collector. Worth a close look.
S.B. 500.00
An attractive and useful eight volume collection on homemade quadrille pages. The earlies are strong and souvenir sheets are present.
S.B. 500.00
Some duplication. A good collection that can be easily built upon.

ICELAND
321

*/^

A wonderful collection in Lindner albums on clean hingeless pages to 1995. Mostly mint turning to all mint never hinged later with
S.B. 1500.00
a few of the earlies no gum. A collection ideal to build upon. Worth a few minutes for a thorough viewing.

322

*/^

Iceland selection from the 1880s to 1998 in a medium box. Comprises hundreds and hundreds of mixed mint and used stamps in full,
partial sets, singles, and souvenir sheets in two Scott albums and two remaindered on albums pages only. The best Scott goes into the
1990s having mostly mint from the 1940s onwards. The other Scott appears to contain an used collection, also going to the 1990s, but
weaker in the classics. Enough material to start constructing a Icelandic collection.
S.B. 250.00

323

^

India assortment from 1895 to 1940 in a pizza size box. Owner’s count of around 900 used Rupee stamps assembled long ago in a
S.B. 350.00
homemade album. Good opportunity for the cancel collector.

324

*/^

Several hundred revenues plus several dozen matchbook covers. The first mentioned is where the bulk of the value lies with a great
variety of both stamps and stamped paper. As usual condition varies.
S.B. 200.00

INDIA

INDIA AND STATES
325

*/^

A better group including some India States issues. Around a thousand stamps with the earlies being plentiful. A genuinely nice selection with the stock book of modern material ending in 1980 being fresh. The Indian states are populated and worth a close inspection.
A good lot for dealer or collector.
S.B. 350.00

ISRAEL
326

*/^/CV

327

*/^

328

*/^

One banker box of Israel from 1950 to the late 1990s. Contains hundreds and hundreds of mainly mint stamps in several albums,
stockbooks, and sales pages having tolerable backup. Many collected as new issues. Fresh and ready to process.
S.B. 200.00

329

*

“Stamps” of the Jewish National Fund in sheets and booklets. Includes a handbook explaining that though these are not stamps, the
term is maintained since they were symbolic of stamps intended for the future Jewish state. This specialized lot has exhibit potential for
the collector of Israel. Certainly worth a very serious and careful view.
S.B. 150.00

PAGE 20

Israel forerunners selection in a pizza size box. Owner’s count of sixty-six covers, cards, booklets etc., ninety Jewish National Fund,
thirty-eight Diaspora, and sixty four others on 102 cards mainly mint labels having backup. Also includes some miscellany. A specialist
would benefit viewing.
S.B. 500.00
Treasure from Israel. Singles, sets, souvenir sheets, printing varieties, etc. from the late 1940s to 2000 and later. Housed in stockbooks,
glassines, envelopes, and loose in a small box. Minimal duplication. Overall nice condition and mostly mint with much NH. High catalog
value. Ready to be sorted and organized into an exciting area collection.
S.B. 300.00

RASDALE STAMP COMPANY
ITALY
330

*/^

331

*/^

332

*/^

333

*/^

334

*/^

Magnificent parallel mint and used Italy collection in twelve matched Marini delux albums. Well over 85% complete for the pages.
Strong in all eras with many premium sets and singles. Will benefit mightily from an inperson inspection as the webphotos only scratch
the surface of this wonderful holding. Huge catalog value. Shelf worthy advanced collection.
S.B. 2400.00
A wonderful truly advanced collection in two volumes. Early to modern somewhat picked up to 1940 thereafter nearly complete with
notations throughout. Owners catalog value $10,000. A super lot for the specialist.
S.B. 1000.00
An excellent collection to expand on. Quality stamps both the early used and later never hinged, populate this collection continuing to 2004 and includes back of the book. A very desirable group so take the time to inspect this one carefully to appreciate it.
S.B. 900.00
A chaotic accumulation of mint and used classics to 1993 in glassines and stuffed onto stock pages. Condition is mixed with solid
S.B. 650.00
value. Sorting and placing into a new album will keep you busy for the rest of the year.
An impressive and important group of mostly mint stamps, that can enhance a collection of Italy. A group that must be seen to be
appreciated. Take your time viewing these items then come up with the right number.
S.B. 550.00

ITALY AND AREAS
335

*/^

An assemblage of Italian, states, colonies and Italy proper. A careful look at the states will reveal quality and value. There is an
interesting group with interesting postmarks and the others deserve a careful view. The collector of Italy will appreciate this group.
Worth a view.
S.B. 450.00

336

*

337

^

A mounted collection, all different, on Scott quadrille pages. Included are AMG and Aegean Islands and the Italian Social Republic.
An especially clean and fresh collection of European quality.
S.B. 250.00
Refined Grouping. Used (CTO) of around 100 pre-Fascist and Fascist period singles, short sets, and complete sets. Includes material
from Italy, colonies, and offices abroad. Housed in fancy stockbook. Enviable condition. Scans show entire lot.
S.B. 250.00

ITALIAN STATES
338

*/^

Italian Colonies, States and Trieste Zone A in three Marini Albums. Several hundred stamps in the States album with at least two with
good certs. Plenty of dubious along with the good. The Colonies album is mainly used with loads of collectible stamps. The Trieste
is a well filled parallel mint and used commemorative album. Lots of good value.
S.B. 325.00

ITALY-TRIESTE
339

**

Mint NH dealer stock. Includes early to later issues along with some Back of the Book. Some duplication ranging from acceptable to
absorbent. Very clean and easy to disperse.
S.B. 450.00

340

*

Italy Trieste Zone A assortment from 1946-1954 on three two-sided stock pages in a pizza size box. Nearly complete having roughly
three hundred mint stamps in full sets and singles. Useful backup. All you need is a hingeless album.
S.B. 300.00

*/^

Two partially complete collections to the 1960’s. Many souvenir sheets, the earlies start around the 1880s and parks items are present.
A really interesting group that is worth your time to check for goodies.
S.B. 600.00

JAPAN
341

LIBERIA
342

*/^

343

*/^

344

*/^

345

*/^

Liberia massive accumulation in five cartons from the 1860s to 2000. Entails thousands and thousands of mint and used stamps having enormous backup in full, partial set, singles, and souvenir sheets in stockbooks, binders, several medium boxes. and two plastic
drawers. Includes some issues in multiples particularly souvenir sheets. Involves Ashman issues, specimens, color trials, imperforate
issues, etc. Plenty of potential and a money maker.
S.B. 1000.00
Liberia collection in two Scott Specialty albums from 1860 to 1990 in a medium carton. Comprises thousands of mixed mint and used
stamps in full, partial sets, singles, souvenir sheets, and full sheets. Includes 1949 Arthur Szyk signed sheets and some other different
material. An unusual country which should make you smile and want to starting collecting it.
S.B. 600.00
Liberia collection in two Scott Specialty albums from 1860 to 1973 in a medium carton. Hundreds and hundreds of mixed mint used,
and CTO stamps in full, partial sets, singles, souvenir sheets, and full sheets having many on custom-organized pages. Includes some
S.B. 400.00
interesting speciality material. Well worth viewing.
Liberia collection on Scott pages but having a mismatched album from 1860 to 1976. Contains hundreds and hundreds of mixed mint
used, and CTO stamps in full, partial sets, singles, souvenir sheets, and full sheets having some on custom-organized pages. A fascinating starter collection ready for continuation and completion.
S.B. 250.00
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LIECHTENSTEIN
346

*/^

347

*/^

Liechtenstein stock in 2 large boxes within a large carton. Contains mint and used stamps and souvenir sheets plus covers with a wide
range value. Includes at least 3 #238 sheets and other better items. Duplication should not deter either dealer or collector and condition
is generally a plus. Worth a medium length look.
S.B. 500.00
A small but interesting group. Deserves careful inspection. Worth a few minutes of your time.
S.B. 450.00

MACAO
348

*

Lovely Macao housed in 3, three ring binders, a counter book and small box. Appears to be all VF mint, never hinged with minimal,
if any, duplication. Includes several better souvenir sheets and singles as well as some booklets. A great opportunity for collector or
dealer
S.B. 900.00

MEXICO
349

^/*

MONACCO
350

*/^

351

*/^

A comprehensive assortment of thousands, mostly earlies to the 1950’s. Glassines filled with stamps are plentiful and there are some
interesting items. Hundreds of sets of 1984 ducks # 1643-47, three sheets of C 73 and many (90?) strips of five #1293-1297. Needs
S.B. 350.00
careful examination to come up with the right number.
An attractive collection in a Lighthouse album to 1966. Included is a stockbook with hundreds of more recent items. This is an
especially clean and fresh collection of European quality. Nice for further expansion.
S.B. 550.00
Nine salesbooks of primarily mint NH running from the late 1930’s to 2010. Looks to be all different with a few better items plus
some face value. Very clean.
S.B. 75.00

MONGOLIA
352

*/^

A nice attractive collection that has few earlies but picks up later and continues sporadically to 2007. There are many souvenir sheets
and a little back of the book. Great start for someone interested in Mongolia.
S.B. 250.00

NETHERLANDS
353

*

354

*/^

Large stock of Netherlands and Antilles. Includes a substantial selection of booklets and a valuable assortment of singles and sets, some
with higher values spotted. Also includes a small group of mini sheets and a few coils. Useful duplication for seldom seen areas.
S.B. 600.00
Netherlands collection from 1852 to 2005 in three Marini albums and slipcases. Comprises hundreds and hundreds of mixed mint and
used stamp in full, partial sets, singles, and souvenir sheets. Nifty Netherlands collection needing to be viewed.
S.B. 350.00

NETHERLANDS AND COLONIES
355

*/^

Mounted collection of several hundred to the early 1970’s. The early period is strong. Collector’s collection and worth a good look.
S.B. 500.00

NEW SOUTH WALES
356

*/^

New South Wales mounted collection from 1851 to 1891 on album pages. Entails over forty mixed mint and used stamps. Good
foundation for starting a collection.
S.B. 450.00

NEWFOUNDLAND
357

*/^

358

^

A highly specialized collection of several hundred mostly 20th century mint. Notables include black proofs, imperfs, imperf betweens,
plate blocks, re-entries, perf varieties, booklet panes and more. A little disheveled and awaiting organizing to enhance an existing collection.
S.B. 750.00
About 150 revenue stamped documents from the 20th century. Most are mortgages, releases, or conveyances. Helpful variety of rates
and usages.
S.B. 200.00

NORWAY
359

*/^
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Norway assortment consisting of about five or six collections roughly from 1855 to the early 1990s in a medium box. The best collection is in an Old Schaubek. Hundreds and hundreds of mixed mint and used stamps in full, partial sets, and singles having useful backup.
At least one advanced collection could be possibly assembled by combining and cling. Also entails a folder of varieties appearing to
have been constructed by a knowledgeable collector. Nifty Norway waiting to ski home with you.
S.B. 1100.00

360

*/^

RASDALE STAMP COMPANY

Norway in all its splendor from the Jefferson Park estate. The main collection is in a clean Scott specialty album from the beginning
(used #1) through 2004. This album is around 40% complete. The best value is the folder collections, couple hundred sets in 102
sized cards, old APS approval books, remains of old stockbooks, etc. half filling a bankers box. 19th Century classics abound, at least
three more #1s, plus many types, cancels, varieties, etc. Huge catalog value in this part that has never been integrated into the main
collection. Want to start a new country collection? It’s all here and ready for reworking with nothing more than mounts to buy.
S.B. 950.00

NYASSA
361

*/^

Nyassa collection from 1898 to 1923 in a White Ace binder and slipcase. Contains hundreds and hundreds of mint and used stamps
including some parallel mint and used issues in full, partial sets, and singles custom-organized on White Ace quadrille pages. Also entails
some beneficial extras on seven manila stock pages. An unusual Portuguese colony not often encountered so complete. You better bid
on this one.
S.B. 550.00

PHILIPPINES
362

*/^

A lovely collection to build upon. There are earlies and continues up to the twenty-first century. Mostly mint, particularly good selection that will attract interest. A nice lot with many delightful stamps.
S.B. 500.00

POLAND
363

**/*

364

*/^

Deluxe Safe hingeless Album featuring just over 20 large General Government pieces. Mostly imperf Hitler blocks that have high
S.B. 250.00
catalog value. Mainly NH. A good addition to any Poland or German Occupations collection.
Poland accumulation from the 1920s in one carton. Comprises hundreds and hundreds of mixed mint and used stamps having a plethora
of useful backup in five binders having homemade pages with spaces for every variety and combination. Most spaces are empty. Also
involves a stockbook of mainly interesting mint material. A Polish collector of this era find enjoyment.
S.B. 150.00

PORTUGAL AND COLONIES
365

*/^

366

*/^

Collection of many hundred different mounted on Scott specialty pages. Includes issues to the late 1960’s. A marvelous collection
that must be seen to be appreciated.
S.B. 1200.00
A fresh selection of about a thousand mostly mint stamps. Numerous sets and some scarcer items are present. Well worth viewing
this clean selection.
S.B. 650.00

QUEENSLAND
367

*/^

Queensland mounted collection from 1860 to 1900 on album pages. Consists of roughly fifty mixed mint and used stamps. Good
foundation for starting a collection.
S.B. 350.00

RHODESIA
368

*/^

Collection of forty mostly mint Double Heads. Variety of shades and perfs along with a couple plate flaws. Mostly F-VF
S.B. 750.00

ROMANIA
369

**/*

370

*/^

371

*/^

372

*/^

A real Romanian dealer’s stock stuffed into glassines from around Scott 470 to 3869 with some Back of the Book. Almost all NH
complete sets. Duplication ranges from useful to excessive. Massive catalog value. Great lot for topical uses.
S.B. 750.00
A wonderful collection that continues to 2013 with a good amount of back of the book. The early years are sparse, but it quickly picks
up and there are many desirable souvenir sheets. This is a useful collection awaiting a first-class album.
S.B. 500.00
Romania collection from 1872 to 2005 in three large binders on computer-generated pages. Hundreds and hundreds of mixed mint
and used stamps in full, partial sets, singles, and souvenir sheets. An unusual offering especially getting into contemporary times.
S.B. 350.00
Romania accumulation from the late 19th Century to the 1970s. Thousands of used and mint stamps with plenty of backup having
some organized-on stock cards and some less organized in several stockbooks. Tremendous for searching for town cancels, shades, and
varieties. Involves a small assortment of Bulgaria which snuck across the border. Romanian enthusiasts take note. This lot might be
just for you.
S.B. 250.00

RUSSIA
373

*/^

A genuinely nice attractive collection needing an album. Strong early and continues to the early 1970’s with many complete sets.
Thousands of stamps with duplication on the early period. Desirable holding for a collector wanting to start a Russia collection or the
internet dealer to make small groups and sets. A nice lot to build upon.
S.B. 700.00
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374

*/^/CV

375

*/^

376

*/^

Russian Extravaganza. Four cartons of mint and used stamps from all periods of Russian philately, nineteenth century to 1980s or later.
Includes singles, sets, CTO items, postally used material, souvenir sheets, a few covers, etc. Often packed into glassines and identified
by Scott catalog number and value. Thousands and thousands of stamps, with varying amounts of duplication. Plenty of varieties and
oddities. Also contains stock pages and albums with semi-organized singles and sets. Needs to be examined and inventoried.
S.B. 700.00
An impressive group of early Russian material. Mostly mint with better mint sets from the 1920’s and 30’s. Highly recommended
for the Russian collector and internet dealer.
S.B. 475.00
Collection of many hundred mostly different housed in three stockbooks with issues to about 1980. Many complete sets either mint
S.B. 450.00
or used (CTO). Easy transfer to an album will produce a good start.

SPAIN
377

*/^

378

*/^

A messy accumulation of several thousand. Includes stamps, booklets identified in glassines from classics to 1990’s and a small collection thrown in for a bonus. Condition is mixed. Hours of Iberian pleasure.
S.B. 450.00
Starts out mainly used and becomes more and more mint to 1971. Housed in two clean Edifil albums. Good selection of 19th century
and 1930s period. This is a wonderful collection to build upon.
S.B. 400.00

ST VINCENT AND GRENDIANS
379

*/^

A collection of many hundreds including complete sets to the 1980’s. The early stamps are well identified by the owner and there are
a few specimens. Some loose material to be mounted as well as souvenir sheets. Worth a close look.
S.B. 400.00

SWEDEN
380

^

381

*/^

382

**

383

*/^

An exceptional stock of cancels with high catalog value. Great lot for the Sweden enthusiast containing early city and town cancels.
Also a small selection of covers and back of the book. A fine opportunity for the specialist or wannabe.
S.B. 1050.00
Sweden selection from around 1855 to 1990 in one carton. Includes hundreds and hundreds of mixed mint and used stamps in full,
partial sets, singles, and booklet panes having enjoyable backup in albums, folders with old auction lots, album pages from remaindered
collections. The best appears to be the album in a slipcase. The collector accumulated Sweden over the years and perhaps hoped to assemble a master collection, but never got around to it. Plenty of classic material present for the specialist. Well worth a close look.
S.B. 1000.00
A better stock than normally encountered of singles and sets in eight counter books. An especially clean and fresh group of European
quality beginning in 1955 and continuing to 2005. Pickings throughout and worth viewing.
S.B. 600.00
Sensational Sweden collection from 1855 to 2007 in six Marini albums and slipcases. Includes hundreds and hundreds of mixed mint
and used stamps in full, partial sets, singles, souvenir sheets, and booklets. Super foundation.
S.B. 550.00

SWITZERLAND
384

*/^

385

*/^

386

*/^

387

*/^

An old timer’s collection of several hundred mounted on old Muller pages to the 1950’s with 1981 catalog values written next to them.
Used with some mint duplicates. Includes a helpful group of se-tenant and tète bèche combos. A lovely collection to build upon.
S.B. 1050.00
A most attractive collector’s collection with no duplication. An exceptionally clean pre 1940 group including back of the book. A
desirable collection awaiting a first-class album. This one is not to be missed.
S.B. 500.00
Carton full of Switzerland from the Jefferson Park holding. Comprised of a 3 volume Swiss collection to 1980 in two Lighthouse
hingeless albums (Charities, Airs and BOB) and a White Ace Album holding the regular issues. Value in the classics and later mint sets.
Easy lot to figure. Offered to attract multiple bidders.
S.B. 425.00
Small Switzerland accumulation of Seated Helvetias on seven single sided stockpages. Mixed condition. Useful to the specialist.
All are shown.
S.B. 120.00

TURKEY
388

*/^

389

*/^

390

*/^

A medium carton stuffed with several thousand stamps on album pages, stock pages and in glassines. Take your time going through
this assemblage to find the goodies.
S.B. 500.00
A better group of early through 1960’s with some duplication. Many better items throughout especially in the earlies and a large
selection of back of the book. This is a group looking for an album.
S.B. 450.00
A fascinating forgery group with detailed drawings and examples of forgeries along with genuine items. Perfect material for the
specialist or someone willing to learn about this group. A rare opportunity to view and compare.
S.B. 250.00

VATICAN CITY
391

*/^
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Vatican collection in seven Marini hingeless albums and slipcases from 1929 to 2008. Hundreds and hundreds of mint and used
stamps in full, partial sets, singles, and souvenir sheets. Missing complete sets of the keys but still a decent collection if not just for the
albums.
S.B. 550.00

392

*/^/CV
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A better group than normally encountered. It begins in the 1960’s and is strong in mint sheets with over 60 in three mint sheet files.
Included is “The Jubilee 2000 Vatican Stamp Collection” in two volumes. Many glassines and a few covers add to this selection. This
will appeal to the collector as well as the dealer for stock. Worth your time to view.
S.B. 300.00

VICTORIA
393

*/^

A lovely collection to build upon. Mounted on pages with many desirable early items. An interesting selection worth a careful view.
S.B. 270.00

VIETNAM
394

**/*

An intriguing Vietnam dealer stock spanning Scott 702-2746 (South), including a box of imperfs (161-1105) and a scattering of North.
Tons of lower priced sets. Most NH. An usually large group offered.
S.B. 750.00

WESTERN AUSTRALIA
395

*/^

A lovely collection to build upon. Mounted on pages this group has many desirable early items. An interesting selection worth a careful
view.
S.B. 425.00

COVERS
UNITED STATES
396

CV

397

CV

398

CV

399

CV

400

CV

401

CV

402

CV

403

CV

404

CV

405

CV

406

CV

407

CV

408

CV

409

CV

410

CV

(1) 5¢ Franklin 1847 issue franked on cover. Tied with a blue 5 in circle cancel with blue Baltimore cds at left. The stamp has three
margins, cut in at left. The cover has several creases and couple stains. 2006 APS certificate states, “Scott No. 1, used on cover with
blue numeral “5” and Baltimore postmark, genuine in all respects.
Cat. 425.00
(1) 5¢ Franklin franked on a folded letter. Right sheet margin copy, two full margins, but cut in a top and bottom tied with a red grid
cancel. Matching 30mm Charleston SC 5 May (1850) CDS at right. Cover has a vertical fold not affecting the stamp, small diagonal fold
on the reverse flap, with a couple HRs on the reverse. 1996 APS certificate (102894) states, “used on cover, genuine in all respects.”
Cat. 425.00
(2) 10¢ Washington franked on a folded letter. Three margins cut close at bottom and in at left with a red grid cancel. Matching 30mm
Cat. 1000.00
BOSTON 30 MAR 10 ct. CDS. Cover has a vertical fold not affecting the stamp.
(9) x3 1Franklin type IV franked on a printed notice. Tied with a couple blue 30mm BALTIMORE MD, JUN 1, 1854 cds. Two of the
stamps have minor faults, overall Fine.
Cat. 300.00
(9) (11) x3 1851 issues franked on a hotel advertising cover address to Montreal Quebec Canada. Tied with black 30mm NEW YORK,
OCT 30 cds. Montreal 24 mm receiving cancel on reverse. Stamps appear sound though cut in at several places and there is a fault on
the reverse, overall Fine.
Cat. 167.00
(C13-C15) Full set of US #C13-C15 on a pair of 1930 flight covers. Rough condition, soiled, corner bumps, torn back flap, gouges,
etc. Stamps seem OK. See the webphotos.
S.B. 400.00
(C13) 65¢ Zeppelin first flight franked on a postal card. Tied with a machine cancel. The card has corner creases, the stamp is Fine.
Cat. 160.00
(C13) 65¢ 1930 Zeppelin franked on a postal card. Tied with a New York killer cancel. Card has a couple minor corner wrinkles while
the stamp is sound and centered VF.
Cat. 160.00
(C14) $1.30 Zeppelin first flight franked on a picture postcard. Tied with a machine cancel. The card has minor corner wrinkles, the
stamp is just Fine.
Cat. 375.00
(C14) $1.30 1930 Zeppelin flight cover. Tied with a Washington DC machine cancel. Cover has a couple minor corner wrinkles while
Cat. 375.00
the stamp is centered F-VF.
(C15) $2.60 Zeppelin first flight franked on a airmail cover. Tied with a machine cancel. The cover has minor corner wrinkles, and
mounting marks on the reverse, the stamp is Fine.
Cat. 575.00
(C15) $2.60 1930 Zeppelin flight cover. Tied with a Washington DC machine cancel. Cover has a couple minor corner wrinkles and
dirty spots while the stamp has a couple perf stains, centered Fine.
Cat. 575.00
(C18) Small accumulation of the 1933 Zeppelin issue on cover. Includes three FDCs and three flights. Condition is a little mixed and
one of the flight covers has been slit open at left.
Cat. 890.00
(U7) entire postmarked Spanish Flat, Cal. Overland to Connecticut. Toned, soiled, intact.
S.B. 150.00
An immense cover holding of over 25,000 items. Almost all are First Day covers mainly sorted by Scott number from 790’s to the
1940’s. Several sets to be found and duplication is digestible. Also includes airmails from C23 to C90’s, E’s F’s, O’s, U’s, Ux’s. You
will find around 2000 United Nations First Day, a tiny bit of inaugurals, and a very tiny bit of Canada thrown in for a bonus. The very
early issues are addressed as expected then turns unaddressed. Several sets to be found and duplication is digestible. Acquiring this lot
you will be a First Day Cover force to reckon with.
S.B. 6000.00
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An old-time original holding of approximately 7350 mostly covers plus a few, (800) picture postcards. Strong in postal history with
heavy pockets of Ohio and New York and other Eastern States. Also includes advertising, stampless, First Days going back to the 1930’s.
A grouping of Canal Zone stationary with massive duplication exists, and a bunch of contemporary pieces that means something to
someone. Condition is mixed. Hours of treasure hunting awaits the lucky winner.
S.B. 2500.00
United States selection from 1995 to 2016 in four cartons. Between 8,000-10,000 CompuChet cachet FDCs nicely organized and identified by Scott number in fifteen small boxes and six cover albums. Clean lot having many sleeved and ready to go for the enthusiastic
dealer or internet seller. An opportunity to become the market leader of this cachet.
S.B. 1500.00
A 1930-1996 collection of over 9000 First Day Covers. Mostly clean unaddressed with common cachets. However, there are some
better multi-color cachets scattered about. An opportunity to become an instant FDC collector with more covers than you could ever
acquire in one place.
S.B. 900.00
Over 3500 1930’s to modern First Day Covers. Early commemoratives include Army Navy, National Parks, FDR, Overrun Nations,
Famous Americans. Better regular issues are the Liberty Series which include some $5.00 Hamiltons. Also spotted were some 1930’s
and later airmails and other Back of the Book like some 1940’s 1950’s Special Deliveries. Condition is mixed and some duplication
exists. Excellent for the eBay supply chain.
S.B. 750.00
FDC Paradise. Seven cartons of neat, clean, useful U.S. first day covers, mainly latter half of twentieth century or later. Nearly 5,800
covers. Addressed and unaddressed, cacheted and uncacheted. Singles, pairs, and blocks of four observed. Thorough coverage, with
some duplication. Includes premium cachets and some high denomination frankings.
S.B. 700.00
Postal card holding. Medium-sized consignment in two boxes. Approximately 6,000 mint, used, and “postal value canceled” cards in
presentable condition. Housed in binders and loose in cartons. Focus on first half of twentieth century. Many cards from or to cities in
S.B. 700.00
Iowa. Includes private and commercial correspondence. A few picture postcards are mixed in.
An old original accumulation of well over 650 stampless covers, with over 100 of them being manuscript cancels. Variety of towns,
mainly Eastern, a few Midwest and a few Southern states, a bit of Steamships and a very tiny bit of Trans-Atlantic’s. Some auxiliary
markings scattered about for extra flavor. Condition is very mixed. Good choice for your average accumulator of this collecting area.
S.B. 650.00
A fabulous First Day Cover accumulation of around 2000 covers specializing in the 1938, 1954 Presidential series. Mostly ½¢ to
50¢ values with some complete sets up to the $5.00 value in addition to the coils and booklet panes, electric eyes, etc. Combination of
addressed and unaddressed. Various cachets are Aristrocrat, Crosby, Espenshades, Fidelity, Gilbert, Grandt, Grimsland, Gundel, Harold
Dawn, House of Farnum, Huxcut, Ioor, Jesse Holland, Ken Boll, Linn, Linprint, Pavois, Plimpton, and Reich. Some duplication and
condition is mixed. A pretty powerful group for the specialist.
S.B. 500.00
United States selection from the 1860s to the early 1900s in a medium carton. Around 500 mainly railroad agents and railroad return
address commercial covers and postal stationery having a wide assortment from various areas of the United States. Condition varies so,
inspection recommended
S.B. 500.00
23 US Zeppelin covers covering many flights from “Around the World” through the Hindenburg era. Better frankings, desirable
cachets, clear markings, interesting destinations typify this profit filled lot. Some faults to be expected. All have webphotos.
S.B. 450.00
United States accumulation roughly from 1848 to 1972 in a medium carton. Roughly 400 commercial covers, postal stationery, and
postcards having a wide range of postal history appeal. Well worth searching as you do not know what might “pop up” that could be
just for you.
S.B. 400.00
Old accumulation of US ship cancelled covers for the Visit to Weymouth, England July 1929 from the Old Salt Estate. Comprises over
one hundred covers consisting of about 50% USS Utah and the other 50% USS Arkansas having just a few USS Florida. Covers have
soiling and a little warping from age or storage. A scarce find in this quantity. You can become a market maker.
S.B. 350.00
Small group of Union and Confederate patriotic covers. Mixture of mint and used. Usual condition. Good lot for the Civil War
enthusiast.
S.B. 260.00
An interesting assembly of around 1250 topical related (space, military service) FDC’s, WWII Patriotics and inauguration covers.
Condition a little mixed, good lot for the general accumulator.
S.B. 250.00
One thousand two hundred clean space covers commemorating various events and people, including Space Lab, Endeavor, Mariner,
Voyager I and II, Sally Ride and more. This is a terrific lot for the space enthusiast. Much of this is exhibition material. S.B. 240.00
An interesting selection of early postal cards including distinctive cancellations like a pine tree and Chicago blue. There are a few early
machine cancels and a couple of leather cards. This selection is certainly wort a view by the postal card collector.
S.B. 200.00
An interesting group of around sixty covers that have desirable postmarks, are censored or have a free frank. The specialist will find
this lot worth viewing.
S.B. 200.00
An in-depth study of C20, C21-C22 issues on FDCs. 68 covers, 4 being combos, and about a third being C20’s, (20). All addressed
with many better cachets Some duplication. Condition mixed. Good lot for the specialist.
S.B. 200.00
One group of 6 dubious US airmail covers with “RF” overprints. Most with failed certs. Offered “as is” as reference pieces.
S.B. 200.00
A single holding of around 100 Civil War era items. Contains patriotics, both mint and used, soldiers mail, and other related covers.
Also includes a few letters and a bit of paper ephemera. Condition is mixed. A good start to a very interesting period of our history.
S.B. 150.00
Two 1941 USS Bear covers from Little America. Both have green cachets. One is cancelled for the Evacuation of the East Camp.
These cachets were produced in very limited quantities and are now quite scarce.
S.B. 120.00
40 stampless folded letters from the 1830’s. This is a correspondence to John Mc Cluskey with all the letters unfolded and transcribed.
Wide variety of cds’s. Great slice of history.
S.B. 100.00
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Overland Mail circa 1861 from San Francisco to New York using #65 and 68 to pay the overland rate. Probably traveled through the
Butterfield Stage line system. Oversize, slightly soiled, readable markings.
S.B. 100.00
United States mainly 1926 First Flight assortment in a small box. Over fifty mostly different covers already sleeved and priced to sell
S.B. 65.00
at a percentage. Come fly away.
United States War crimes POW card from a member of the General Staff Kurt Lang.
S.B. 55.00

(33) 10¢ green 1851 type III issue franked on a cover to Nova Scotia. Tied with a black grid PAID cancel., 30mm red BOSTON 12
DEC & 10cts CDS and red U. States arc cancel at left. Several receiving marks on reverse. Small flap fault and a few HRs., Fine.
S.B. 50.00
437
CV
(35) 10¢ green 1859 type V issue franked on a folder envelope from Quaker City to Cuba. Tied with a red grid PAID cancel., 30mm red
PAID NEW YORK cds JULY 10, BLACK OVAL NAL mark at left. Several receiving marks on the reverses, Fine.
S.B. 50.00
438
CV
Local 1862 cover from Milton, Pa showing a better than usual Shield fancy cancel. Roughly opened, reverse faults, toned, intact.
S.B. 50.00
CONFEDERATE STATES
Two Civil War covers from the Confederate States. Along for the ride is a letter from 1860 from Michigan where the writer explains
his vote for Abe Lincoln. Historical.
S.B. 150.00

UNITED STATES AND GENERAL FOREIGN
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Accumulation roughly from the late 19th Century to the 1990s in twenty-six cartons. Over 15,000 mainly United States but having
some worldwide sprinkled throughout in FDCs, Event, commercial covers, and postal stationery. A solid offering which will make a
internet seller salivate. Recommended viewing to fully appreciate the potential here.
S.B. 2200.00
Well over 1,200 US and Foreign covers from the Jefferson Park holding in two cartons. Runs the gamut from common foreign FDCs
and topicals to a few top notch postal history stampless US, and a handful of Zeppelin covers. Nothing removed for the singles session, but includes every cover we could find. At least 700 easy eBay seller singles and possibly more. Mostly $1-$10 items with some
obvious exceptions. Needs the eye of an accomplished internet dealer to see the extent of the potential. Plentiful photos show just a
sample of the better parts of this interesting group.
S.B. 1100.00
United States and worldwide accumulation from the late 19th Century to the 1980s in six cartons. Roughly 3,000 FDCs both
cacheted and noncacheted, commercial covers, postal stationery, and postcards. Ranges from common to interesting but examination
is required as some have condition concerns. Searching might fine some intriguing postal history. A fun, filled lot, looking for a fun,
filled person to buy.
S.B. 600.00
United States and worldwide selection from the early 20th Century to 2001 in six cartons. Around 2,500 mainly US FDCs, event,
commercial covers, and postal stationery mostly in photo albums and subscription items. A moneymaker at our opening bid. Go for
it.
S.B. 550.00
Envelopes, etc. Galore. 4,200 covers of various types, carefully bundled and neatly packed in two auction cartons. Includes U.S. and
foreign private and commercial correspondence. Many different cancels and stamps. Also contains some special event covers. Ready
for a treasure hunt?
S.B. 400.00
Five large boxes of covers estimated total of 9000 plus. Great for the dollar table. Take time to view these interesting items.
S.B. 350.00
Two long cartons of mixed US and foreign. Probably more than 550 with just a few 19th Century with most being 20th Century
examples of postal history. Some interesting flight covers. Duplication in places with a few sets of Germany vending machine labels
S.B. 300.00
and a little redundant US postal stationery. Worth a long look.
Two large cartons with a variety of covers ranging from US and Canada FDC’s to foreign postal history. Several hundred, if not
thousands, partially organized in boxes. Includes one pizza type box of post cards. Pull out the few better and use the rest to spice up
your dollar table.
S.B. 270.00
United States and worldwide accumulation in two cartons from the old Salt Estate. Around 1,000 FDCs, First Flights, commercial
covers, postal stationery, and postcards roughly from various decades of the 20th Century to 1995. Includes over one hundred Illinois
S.B. 250.00
Golden Age chrome, and linen postcards from various areas of the state. Searching might find some nuggets.
A small but interesting group of over eighty covers. A large number of Germany covers dominate this holding, but early U. S. and
others are present. A useful lot for the cover collector to start building an exhibit. This is a desirable group worth your viewing time.
S.B. 250.00
Six large boxes of covers and some postal cards and stationery. The majority is U. S. but there is some Canada and other countries. A
close viewing will uncover many interesting items. Worth a view.
S.B. 200.00
An accumulation of covers most are U.S. and some of those first day. Some topics evident are birds and space with some earlier covers
from 1930’s present. United Nations and some foreign round out this group. Viewing is recommended.
S.B. 200.00
United States and worldwide accumulation from the late 19th Century to the 1980s in two cartons. Over 750 common commercial, event covers, FDCs, postal stationery, and postcards. Needs sorting to come up with saleable items. Happy hunting.
S.B. 200.00
Consignment remainder. Four large cartons of philatelic diamonds in the rough. Includes over 3,000 mint U.S. postal cards, 10,000 2x4
“Pray for Peace” cut squares, fifty city maps. 600 foreign FDCs, three gently used albums with a smattering of stamps, sixty Heritage
FDCs, and sixty-seven topical FDCs. Loads of fun for the right person!
S.B. 200.00
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Four bankers boxes of apparently low-end covers. Includes a good number of PNCs on cover and other moderately interesting items.
The vast majority are U.S. with some foreign, especially Germany, scattered throughout. Appears to be a real gambler’s lot.
S.B. 100.00
Interesting group of 65 oceanic travel covers from a variety of countries. All are Maiden Voyages or have “Posted at Sea” cancels.
Condition is generally nice and we didn’t note any duplication. Perhaps as close to a cruise as one can get for a while. S.B. 100.00
A good accumulation of 20th Century covers mostly U. S., some first day. An interesting group to view and is offered cheaply.
S.B. 80.00
Cigar box of United States and worldwide assortment from 1848 to 1993. Roughly sixty commercials, event, covers, FDCs, and
postal stationery. Includes a few US stampless, worldwide Boy Scout plus a little bit of this and a little bit of that. Enjoy. S.B. 65.00

GENERAL FOREIGN
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Massive holding of over 11,000 commercial and philatelic covers in 16 boxes. Runs from the early 20th century to contemporary.
Nothing valuable spotted but would be great dollar table fodder.
S.B. 1600.00
General Foreign A few thousand medium grade retail covers all priced and sleeved. Wide variety of chiefly 20th century commercial
and philatelic types. Owner’s retail is about $20,000 ready for easy resale.
S.B. 1350.00
All the covers from a noteworthy estate in seven cartons housed in binders, cover albums, and loose. The collector was primarily
interested in Germany which forms the more valuable portion of this group, but interesting items from elsewhere, including U.S., can be
found. Among the various cartons we spotted a 1948 Germany currency reform collection in three binders; first day covers from Ireland,
Canada, and Germany; AMG covers; a large group of inflation covers; two binders of ‘bird’ covers; interesting postal history from all
over; and much more. A great many useful pickings throughout. Well worth a thorough review and a robust bid.
S.B. 1000.00
Four cartons of worldwide from various decades of the 20th Century roughly ending in the 1980s. Between 2,000 to 2,500 FDCs,
commercial covers, postal stationery, and postcards including from Nepal, Papua-New Guinea, Germany WW II period, etc. An interesting holding which you will like as you view it.
S.B. 650.00
Worldwide selection roughly from 1908 to 1966. Owner’s count of around 200 commercial covers, some FDCs, postal stationery, and
postcards. The majority are from Greece and Turkey having a few from Afghanistan and Cyprus. Inspection recommend as condition
S.B. 220.00
will vary. Good postal history.
Nine old folded letter and folded letter covers from an old time holding. Seems to run from the 1680s through 1845 with the bulk
having been written in the 1700s. Italian and French merchants with destinations as far away as Russia. The webphotos only tell part
of the story that a good in person inspection might clarify.
S.B. 220.00

TOPICALS
464

CV

One man’s extensive and comprehensive Charles Lindbergh cover collection filling a banker’s box. Consists of covers and cards
sleeved and sorted into freezer bags by date. The main collection and most valuable part consist of seven of these bags. There are
187 covers and cards in this section each saved as a main part of an exhibit in progress. Includes: a handful of pilot signed including a
questionable Lindbergh, FDCs, CAM2, foreign destinations and originations, oversized souvenir cards, scarce cachets and destinations.
Built for an expert’s eye with surely rediscoveries to be made. Condition varies, with some dubious placement of Cinderellas stamps on
a few covers. Many choice examples of rarely seen philatelic covers that typify this period. The rest of this lot encompasses: Lindbergh
postcards, 50th anniversary covers, event covers from more modern times and even a couple of awards, medals, and a soft cover book
on the subject. More complete than we have seen in a long time. A perfect opportunity to acquire Lindbergh material before the soon
to arrive 100th anniversary of the flight. Inspect, you will love it!
S.B. 3000.00

AFRICA
465

CV

Africa assortment roughly from 1913 to 2002. Owner’s count of 122 commercial covers FDCs postal stationery, and postcards.
S.B. 220.00
Includes Ethiopia, Liberia, French North Africa, and Sudan. Spotted some intriguing postal history items.

BRITISH
466

CV

467

CV

468

CV

469

CV

470

CV
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British colonies accumulation from 1905 to 1993 in one carton. Owner’s count of 610+ mainly commercial covers, postal stationery,
S.B. 700.00
and postcards. Beneficial offering.
British colonies accumulation from 1913 to 1977. Owner’s count of over 120 commercial covers, postal stationery, and postcards. Spotted some Tonga Canoe Mail, Malaya, Bermuda etc. Runs from commoner material to interesting postal history.
S.B. 450.00
British colonies accumulation from 1896 to 1972. Owner’s count of over 120 commercial covers, postal stationery, and postcards.
Spotted some WW II censored as well as fascinating postal history.
S.B. 450.00
Five stampless folded letters, the first four are from the eighteenth century starting in 1701 and the last from the early nineteenth
century (1838). Four are from Great Britain mostly with Bishop marks, the other is from India. Four of the letters are in English and the
other is in French. If you specialize in stampless covers, we especially recommend this group.
S.B. 80.00
British colonies 1937 Coronation holdings in a pizza size box. Twenty-nine different mainly noncacheted FDCs (no Hong Kong) as
well as a complete set of mint set stamps in a small stockbook. Rule Britannia!
S.B. 50.00

RASDALE STAMP COMPANY
BRITISH CARIBBEAN
471

CV

British Caribbean Official OHMS accumulation from the 1990s to 2011 in two cartons. Roughly between 400 to 500 covers mostly
from Montserrat, Barbuda, St. Vincent, Nevis, and St. Kitts. Includes a good assortment of oversized of which many are fronts only
which does not distract from the unusualness of this lot. Good topical material ready for dollar table when stamp shows reopen in the
future.
S.B. 100.00

BALTIC
472

CV

Baltic selection from 1922 to 1938 (only one from 2008) in a pizza size box. Owner’s count of 37 mostly commercial covers (some have
old mount mark remains on their reverses). Consists of twenty-four from Estonia and thirteen from Lithuania.
S.B. 170.00

LATIN AMERICA
473

CV

474

CV

475

CV

476

CV

477

CV

478

CV

Latin America assortment roughly from 1897 to 1983 in a shoebox. Owner’s count of 220 commercial covers, postal stationery, and
postcards from Argentina, Bolivia, Chile, and Paraguay.
S.B. 290.00
Central America selection roughly from 1913 to 1982 in a shoebox. Owner’s count of 175+ commercial covers, postal stationery,
S.B. 260.00
and postcards from Costa Rica, Guatemala, Honduras, and El Salvador.
Latin America accumulation roughly from 1899 to 1980 in a pizza size box. Owner’s count of 140 commercial covers, postal stationery, and postcards from Ecuador and Nicaragua.
S.B. 220.00
Latin America accumulation roughly from 1900 to 1989 in a pizza size box. Owner’s count of 120 commercial covers (many WW
II censored), postal stationery, and postcards from Peru and Venezuela.
S.B. 190.00
Latin America accumulation roughly from 1890 to 1972 in a pizza size box. Owner’s count of 129 commercial covers, postal stationery, and postcards from Panama and Colombia.
S.B. 170.00
Latin America offering from 1892 to 1944. Owner’s count of twenty-two commercial covers and postal stationery from Mexico,
Central and South America.
S.B. 100.00

LATIN CARIBBEAN
479

CV

Latin Caribbean selection roughly from 1896 to 1985 in a shoebox. Owner’s count of 240+ commercial covers, FDCs, postal stationery, and postcards from the Dominican Republic, Cuba, and Haiti.
S.B. 290.00

MIDDLE EAST
480

CV

Middle East accumulation roughly from 1893 to 1990s. Owner’s count of 317 commercial, covers, postal stationery, and postcards.
Involves Iraq, Syria, Lebanon, Bahrain, Kuwait, Oman, Saudi Arabia, Egypt, Jordan, and Libya.
S.B. 200.00

SCANDINAVIA
481

CV

Scandinavia selection roughly from 1936 to 1980 in a pizza size box. Owner’s count of 99 mainly FDCs and commercial covers from
Greenland and Iceland.
S.B. 100.00

WESTERN EUROPE
482

CV

Western Europe accumulation roughly from 1930 to the 1982 in a pizza size box. Exact count of 152 commercial covers, FDCs, postal
stationery (many mint), and postcards (many in lot). Encompasses Monaco, Vatican, San Marino, Luxembourg, and Liechtenstein.
S.B. 400.00

ARGENTINA
483

CV

(91-92) first day opened at top Fine

S.B. 100.00

AUSTRALIA
484

CV

Australia accumulation from 1890 to 1982 in a shoebox. Owner’s count of 375+ commercial covers, postal stationery, and postcards.
Entails a diminutive holding of Australian States postal history. Inspection recommended.
S.B. 250.00

AUSTRIA
485

CV

Austria accumulation from the 1870s to the 1960s in a medium box. Owner’s count of 382 commercial covers, postal stationery and
postcards. Fascinating offering including items from pre-1920 and Offices in Turkey. Needs examination to come up with an appropriate
number.
S.B. 400.00
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486

CV

487

CV

Austria philatelic registered flight cover having Scott #42-46 canceled in Vienna 22.X.38. Mail to Scheveningen, Holland. Vertical
fold left side by the registered label and through the salvage of the three-schilling stamp.
S.B. 85.00
Austria two dozen postal cards with various rohrpost cancels on various card types.
S.B. 70.00

BOHEMIA-MORAVIA
488

CV

Bohemia-Moravia accumulation from 1939 to 1944 in one carton. Over 500 commercial covers, postal stationery, and postcards.
Spotted some fascinating items. A rare assortment that a student of this area who has the knowledge would benefit. Do not let this opS.B. 850.00
portunity slip way.

BRAZIL
489

CV

Brazil assortment roughly from 1883 to 1984 in a pizza size box. Owner’s count of 115+ commercial covers, FDCs, postal stationery,
S.B. 170.00
and postcards. Needs inspection to come up with the right number.

CANADA
490

CV

Canada Queen Victoria accumulation from 1870 to 1897 in a medium box. Roughly 275 commercial covers and postal stationery
from an old holding having many from the 1870s and 1880s. Contains a good variety of cancels, frankings, and destinations that will
S.B. 850.00
be appreciate by the Canadian collector or dealer. An unusual opportunity.

491

CV

Fantastic Canada assortment from 1883 to 1889 in a cigar box. Includes twenty-four registered covers of which nineteen have F1
S.B. 250.00
and five have F2. Involves some interesting advertising. From an old holding off the market for decades.

CANADA AND PROVINCES
492
CV
Canada and Newfoundland assortment from the 1890s to 1943 in a pizza size box. Around 75 commercial covers, postal stationery
(some unused) and postcards from an old holding.
S.B. 200.00
CAMBODIA
493

CV

C32 tied on cover to NYC

S.B. 55.00

REPUBLIC OF CHINA
494

CV

Republic of China 1962 Emperor set Scott #1355-1358 of four colorful cacheted FDCs by the Taiwan Philatelic Society having
matching Serial Number 53. Totally awesome.
S.B. 850.00

COLUMBIA
495

CV

Colombia Scadta airmail cover from Cali, Colombia (November 1929) to Endorf in Germany. Soiled, creases, rough handling.
S.B. 50.00

CONGO
496

CV

Congo/Zaire accumulation from the 1960s to the 1990s in one carton. Roughly 750 to 1,000 commercial cover correspondence to De
Laurence in Chicago. Condition varies as should be expected but plenty of topical potential from this unusual holding. S.B. 250.00

CZECHOSLOVAKIA
497

CV

498

CV

Czechoslovakia assortment from 1929 to 1963 in a pizza size box. Owner’s count of 85+ commercial, event covers, postal stationery,
and postcards.
S.B. 190.00
Czechoslovakia special delivery cover canceled in Prague on 13.V.1935. Mailed to Rome then forwarded to Paris after affixing Scott
#E12. Multiple reverse transit cancels
S.B. 100.00

DENMARK
499

CV

Denmark selection 1864 to 1978 in a small box. Owner’s count of 154 mainly postal stationery (cards), commercial covers, some FDCs
(from the Faroe Islands), and postcards.
S.B. 150.00

ECUADOR
500

CV
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Ecuador DO-X cover from Cali, Ecuador to Karl Hennig in Hamburg, Germany. Correct cachet. Vivid five color franking. No arrival
backstamp. Lighly soiled.
S.B. 60.00

RASDALE STAMP COMPANY
FRANCE
501

CV

France holding from 1858 to 1982. Owner’s count of 275 commercial covers, FDCs postal stationery, and many postcards in a shoebox.
Fascinating source for French postal history enthusiast or dealer.
S.B. 400.00

FRENCH COLONIES
502

CV

503

CV

French colonies assortment from 1905 to 1988. Owner’s count of 150+ postcards, commercial covers, and postal stationery in a
shoebox. Spotted some interesting covers.
S.B. 250.00
French colonies accumulation roughly from 1938 to 1996. Owner’s count of 111 commercial covers, some FDCs, postal stationery,
and postcards. Most are from French Africa both colonial and independence periods. Interesting postal history.
S.B. 250.00

GERMAN STATES
504

CV

German States holding from the 1880s to around 1917 in a pizza size box. Owner’s count of 90+ covers, postal stationery, and
postcards. Spotted many from Bavaria. Needs inspection as there are condition concerns on several items.
S.B. 200.00

GERMANY
505
506

CV
CV

507

CV

508

CV

509

CV

510

CV

511

CV

512

CV

513

CV

514

CV

515

CV

516

CV

517

CV

518

CV

519

CV

520

CV

Germany Flossenbuerg cover with the stamp removed by the censor
Cat. 55.00
German Covers Through the Ages. Six-volume accumulation, with treasures and trash. Approximately 900 items. Mixed condition.
Includes commercial and philatelic material, oddities, up-rated correspondence, military mail, culturally and historically significant
covers, etc. Housed in binders in rough chronological order, pre-stamp to post-WWII era and beyond. Some covers may require an
S.B. 900.00
expert’s eye for full evaluation. Old-world, collector-created offering. Lots of unusual goodies.
Germany Third Reich accumulation from 1936-1945 in a small box. Owner’s count of 367 commercial covers, postcards, and postal
stationery. Entails regular, registered, semi-postal, airmail covers as well as special commemorative cancels. Check it out.
S.B. 650.00
Germany likable original holding of a few dozen covers and cards. Mainly 3rd Reich to early 1950’s. all medium to better retail grade
with a variety of usages and frankings. Includes commercial and philatelically contrived.
S.B. 475.00
Germany old assortment of Willrich military portrait WW II mainly unused propaganda cards in a small binder. Good selection of
sixty mostly different cards including tank driver, Luftwaffe flyer, infantry soldier, Stuka pilot, U-boat Captain Schultze, Dr. Neumann,
German woman etc. Needs to be inspection in person to full appreciate.
S.B. 450.00
Germany and DDR accumulation from the late 19th Century to the 1970s in one carton. Roughly 600 FDCs, commercial, covers,
and postal stationery. About half are DDR FDCs including interesting topicals of Olympics, Leipzig Fair, zoos, monuments, birthday
commemoratives, championships etc. The other half are postal history, particularly some WW II. Examination required as condition
varies.
S.B. 450.00
Germany old selection of WW II mixed unused and used propaganda cards and postcards having an owner’s count of 170 in two small
binders and one cover album. Variety of themes which is a time capsule of the German mindset during this period. A collector or dealer
will enjoy this holding.
S.B. 400.00
Germany 19th Century accumulation from 1870 to 1899 in small box. Owner’s count of 98 covers, postal stationery (many) and
some postcards. Super for town cancels or destination. A Teutonophile will enjoy this lot.
S.B. 350.00
Germany accumulation from 1847 to 1952 in a medium box. Owner’s count of 176 commercial covers, a few FDCs, event covers,
postal stationery, and postcards. Entails twenty postcards either having ship or Feldpost cancels, around fifty transatlantic covers to
George Claflin Providence Rhode Island having export ship identified, two B118 Hitler Birthday covers. Likewise includes some POW,
airmail, Occupation of Alsace-Lorraine and other fascinating postal history items. Worthy of your attention.
S.B. 350.00
Small group of 27 Germany cards and covers from the the last Century. A few interesting flight covers, a small bunch of inflation
covers make up the bulk of the value. Should be viewed. Much nicer than expected.
S.B. 325.00
Germany assortment from WW I and II roughly from 1917-1943 in a small box. Owner’s count of 168 commercial covers, postcards
(many) and postal stationery. Includes twenty-two WW I POW, 69 WW II Feldpost, seven 1943 double censored POW covers to Camp
McClellan, Alabama, and forty-six German Occupation/Plebiscite.
S.B. 325.00
Marvelous “Kiel” Germany offering from 1822 to 1936. Roughly forty commercial covers, postal stationery, and postcards nicely
mounted and annotated in German on what appears to have been an exhibit. If you read the language and like a different selection of
covers to specialize in, this lot might be especially for you. Hard to duplicate.
S.B. 300.00
Germany thirty-six different WWII propaganda cards. Includes better like 1940 Olympics, Saar Easter Vote, 3rd Reich October
Fest, Nuremberg Rally, etc.. Some faults, mainly Fine.
S.B. 280.00
Germany selection roughly from 1934 to 2000 in a small box. Over 300 common commercial covers, postal stationery, and postcards.
Good for a dollar table.
S.B. 270.00
Germany selection from 1900 to 1925 in a shoe box. Owner’s count of 247 covers and postal stationery. Interesting grouping but needs
your attention as there are condition concerns on several items.
S.B. 250.00
Germany Allied Occupation assortment roughly 1945-1949 in a pizza size box. Owner’s count of 148 commercial covers and postal
stationery. Around 1/3 are French Occupied Zone and the remaining 2/3 are US and British Zones.
S.B. 250.00
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521

CV

522
523

CV
CV

524

CV

525

CV

526

CV

527

CV

528
529
530

CV
CV
CV

531

CV

532

CV

533

CV

534

CV

535

CV

536

CV

537

CV

538
539
540
541
542
543
544
545
546
547
548
549

CV
CV
CV
CV
CV
CV
CV
CV
CV
CV
CV
CV

Three Germany South America Zeppelin covers from the May 18, 1930 flight using C38 and C39. Proper markings on Rossler cards
and envelopes. Rough handling and lightly soiled. Presentable examples.
S.B. 250.00
Seven covers for the mint left over colonies stock from the Reichspostministerium archives sold after the war. Scarce. S.B. 200.00
Germany several dozen 3rd Reich covers, propaganda cards, Olympic photographs and other various ephemera. Good profit potential.
S.B. 200.00
Germany WW I Feldpost accumulation in a shoe box. Owner’s count of over 500+ postal cards and postcards. A Great War aficionado
will enjoy searching for cancels and regiments.
S.B. 200.00
Two Germany “gelber Hund” 1912 First Flight Official semi-official cards. Both cancelled in Darmstadt on 12.6.1912.
S.B. 150.00
Germany box of covers, documents, soldier ID Wehrpass’s, revenue and membership documents, etc. The concentration is from the
inflation to 3rd Reich periods with a bit later. A varied lot, fun to sift through.
S.B. 140.00
Germany 3rd Reich collection of covers, propaganda cards, stamps and ephemera. Around a hundred of the first two types mentioned.
Good lot to breakdown.
S.B. 140.00
Germany completed stationary for delivery of the Theresienstadt permit stamp. Scarce.
S.B. 140.00
Germany ten oversized official covers each with one or more “POL” perfins. Variety of frankings and cancels.
S.B. 120.00
Germany South America Zeppelin cover from the May 18, 1930 flight using C38 x2 and C39 x2. Rough handling, soiled, pencil
marks, ugly reverse. Presentable example with high value franking.
S.B. 120.00
Germany “Flugzeug Junker W.33” First Flight registered real photo postcard of the Berlin Central Aerodome canceled in Dessau on
S.B. 120.00
14.8.1927. Mailed to Providence, Rhode Island. “Flight did not happen.” Stamped on cover.
Four Germany flight cacheted covers, postal card, and postcard from 1932 to 1938. Consists of two Zeppelin, one each Hindenburg
and Bremen catapult.
S.B. 120.00
Germany Allied Occupation selection 1945-51 in a pizza size box Owner’s count of 100 commercial covers, postal stationery, event
S.B. 100.00
postal cards, and postcards. About 60% are Occupation and 40% are famous building issues from 1948-51.
A carton full of Ersttagsblatt (First Day cards) in 8 binders. Date ranges include 1977-9 and 1990-2000 for Germany and 1976-9
and 1989-1990 for Berlin, a few hundred in all. Nice group if you care. Or if you don’t care, it’s still nice but you probably haven’t
read this far.
S.B. 100.00
Germany Berlin selection from 1945-1963. Entails eleven covers including some fascinating post WW II having most with old hinges
S.B. 100.00
still attached. Coming along for the ride are nineteen 1921 different notgeld.
Registered Zeppelin flight cover from Frankfort (1.10.36) to New York (10.8.36) for the North American flight (5.10.36). All proper
markings, clear cachets, and an interesting zusammendrucke franking, make tis a desirable cover.
S.B. 100.00
Germany registered Velbert cover canceled in 1948 (weak month and day cancel) having one Scott #614a. Mailed to Shelby, Ohio.
New York transit cancel on 7.6.1948 and Shelby on July 19.
S.B. 85.00
Germany five Reich Parteitag Nurnberg 1936-1938 propaganda cards. Four are postally used and one is unused.
S.B. 75.00
Germany 26 rohrpost cards or entires. Nice range of markings.
S.B. 70.00
1935 Nuremberg Rally card used at the event with special cancel some edge wear
S.B. 70.00
1934 Nuremberg Rally card used at the event with a special cancel. Just a bit of edge wear.
S.B. 70.00
Germany cover from Prague through the Aeltestenrat der Juden with their handstamp to inmate in Theresienstadt
S.B. 70.00
Germany Concentration camp Weimar Buchenwald camp instructions at top and censored message from inmate
S.B. 55.00
Germany Concentration camp Sachsenhausen camp instructions at top and censored message from inmate
S.B. 55.00
Germany Concentration camp Oranienburg folded cover from inmate with censored contents.
S.B. 55.00
Germany female concentration camp Ravensbrueck with camp instruction and censored message from inmate.
S.B. 55.00
Germany Concentration camp Hamburg-Neuengamme with camp instructions and censored inmate message
S.B. 55.00
Germany Concentration camp Dachau with camp instructions and censored inmate message
S.B. 55.00
Germany #9NB1-9NB3 on cover. From Bamberg (3.4.50) to Atlanta, Ga. Stamps (especially 9NB1) seems to have been removed
and reattached. The rest of it looks correct. Faults include gum toning, rough handling, jagged opening at reverse. No backstamp.
S.B. 50.00

GERMANY AND AREAS
550

CV

551

CV

Germany box of mostly covers with many interesting. Notably inflation, postwar locals, WWI and WWII feldposts, occupied territories,
propaganda, etc. condition mixed.
S.B. 280.00
Germany and Area assortment in a pizza size box, Owner’s count of over 180 commercial covers and postcards. An interesting mix
involving Third Reich, censored, Saar, some plebiscites, Allied Occupation, and some early Postwar DDR and BRD. Could contain
some better items.
S.B. 170.00

GERMAN AREAS
552

CV
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Attractive Postal Card and Stationery Holding. Two-volume comprehensive accumulation with over 500 items, from various German areas. Nineteenth century to post-WWII period. Includes material from German colonies, possessions, and occupations. Mint or
sent through the mail. Noteworthy messages, cancels, and auxiliary markings. Mixed condition. Includes uprated cards. Officially and
privately printed illustrations. Commercial and philatelic usages. Some items may require an expert’s eye for full evaluation. Clean lot,
of interest to many bidders.
S.B. 400.00

553

CV
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German Areas assortment from 1922 to 1939. Owner’s count of twenty-eight commercial, covers, postal stationery, and postcards.
Comprises eighteen from Danzig and ten from Memel.
S.B. 100.00

GERMAN OFFICES IN TURKEY
554

CV

German Offices in Turkey registered cover having #8 and 11. Cancelled on 30/03/1891 and mailed to Mainz. Transit cancel on reverse.
S.B. 50.00

GERMANY-BERLIN
555

CV

West Berlin airmail cover having three Scott #9N78 canceled on 19.1.1953. Mailed to Coldwater, Michigan.

S.B. 50.00

EAST GERMANY
556

CV

557
558

CV
CV

East Germany accumulation roughly from 1948-1984 in a pizza size box. Owner’s count of 159 commercial covers, postcards, and
postal stationery. Contains about 2/3 from the Russian Zone/DDR and 1/3 from both East and West Berlin.
S.B. 150.00
Three German Democratic Republic B21a FDCs canceled in Leipzig on 2 Sep 1950.
S.B. 75.00
Three East Germany 1950 covers each with a B21a having Leipzig-Moscow Special Flight cancels.
S.B. 40.00

GREAT BRITAIN
559

CV

560

CV

561

CV

562
563

CV
CV

Great Britain selection from 1832 to 1971 in a shoebox. Owner’s count of 225+ commercial covers, postal stationery, and postcards.
S.B. 550.00
Enthralling source for the British postal history enthusiast or dealer.
Great Britain and Channel Islands accumulation from the 1890s to the 1970s in a shoebox. Owner’s count of 260+ commercial,
event covers, FDCs postal stationery, and postcards. Checking out might find some useful items.
S.B. 550.00
Great Britain selection from 1841 to 1954. Owner’s count of thirty commercial covers, postcards, and postal stationery. Involves a
Scott #1 on cover and a 1954 “Crash” aerogram.
S.B. 300.00
Great Britain fifteen stampless folded letters from the later 18th to early 19th centuries. Variety of markings.
S.B. 280.00
Great Britain offering from 1868 to 1942. Owner’s count of forty commercial covers, postcards and postal stationery. Involves British,
Channel Islands from WW II, and Levant.
S.B. 200.00

GREECE
564

CV

Greece assortment from 1936 to 1951. Owner’s count of fifty-eight commercial covers, and postal stationery. Some interesting markings.
S.B. 100.00

HUNGARY
565

CV

INDIA
566
CV

Hungary accumulation from 1893 to 1982 in a pizza size box. Owner’s count of 125 commercial covers, FDCs, postal stationery
(many), and postcards.
S.B. 120.00
India selection roughly from the 1890s to 1978. Consists of hundreds of commercial covers, postal stationery, and postcards in a
S.B. 450.00
shoebox. Intriguing source for Indian postal history enthusiast or dealer.

IRELAND
567

CV

Ireland assortment roughly from 1948 to 1967. Owner’s count of around 120 commercial covers FDCs (48), postal stationery, and
postcards.
S.B. 100.00

ISRAELS
568

CV

569

CV

Israel 1-9. Three high values with tabs on cacheted unaddressed 1st day. Tsachor cert. stating the cover was cleaned and the stamps
S.B. 200.00
reaffixed.
Israel accumulation from 1948 to the 1960s in a pizza size box. Owner’s count of 150 commercial, event covers, FDCs, postal stationery, and postcards. Includes some items worldwide Jewish related but not mailed from Israel.
S.B. 150.00

ITALY
570

CV

571

CV

Italy selection from 1848 to the 1970s in a medium box. Encompasses owner’s count of 364+ commercial covers, postcards, and
postal stationery. Involves a few Special Delivery and pneumatic mail, an assortment of pre-1927 plus other fascinating items. Needs
inspection to come up with the right number.
S.B. 550.00
Italy Air Force postal card canceled on 6/6/1941. Artist signed having seven other signatures.
S.B. 150.00
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572

CV

573
574

CV
CV

Italy Military Mail from WW 1 & II accumulation in a small box. Roughly one hundred commercial covers postal stationery and
postcards having some censored, POW, and regular use. Condition rough on some items which is expected from this type of material.
Inspection recommended.
S.B. 100.00
Italy Busta lettere BLP franked with B13 and B15 to Tripolitania some staining “as is”
S.B. 75.00
Italy eight stampless covers or folded letters. All disinfected mail. Variety of markings.
S.B. 70.00

ITALIAN COLONIES
575

CV

Aegean Islands airmail cover cancelled in Rhodes on 4.6.1934. Mailed to Athens. Sold “as is”

S.B. 40.00

IVORY COAST
576

CV

Ivory Coast (Cote d’Ivoire) accumulation from the 1960s to the 1990s in one carton. Roughly 750 to 1,000 commercial cover correspondence to De Laurence in Chicago. Condition varies as should be expected but plenty of topical potential from this unusual lot.
S.B. 250.00

JAMAICA
577

CV

Jamaica selection from 1894 to 1975. Owner’s count of 187 commercial covers, postal stationery (many unused), and postcards in a
shoebox. Interesting source for Jamaican postal history enthusiast or dealer.
S.B. 500.00

578

CV

579

CV

Japan telegram from 29.8.1869 in Kobe written in English. Has two telegraph stamps. Folded vertically middle and several small tears
which does not distract from this unusual historical survivor.
S.B. 150.00
Japan selection from 1952 to 1984 in a small box. Over forty cacheted different FDCs having a wide range of interesting cachets and
themes. Well worth out opening bid.
S.B. 60.00

JAPAN

LATVIA
580

CV

Latvia selection from 1921 to 1939 in a pizza size box. Owner’s count of 63 commercial covers, postal stationery, or postcards. Most
of the covers have old mount mark mounts remains or damage on their reverses which does not distract from their postal history significance.
S.B. 270.00

MEXICO
581

CV

Mexico selection roughly from 1917 to 1979 in a shoebox. Owner’s count of 200+ commercial covers (many WW II censored), postal
S.B. 300.00
stationery, and postcards. Beneficial.

NETHERLANDS
582

CV

Netherlands selection from 1810 to 1949. Owner’s count of thirty commercial covers and postal stationery. Contains some interesting
Dutch postal history.
S.B. 120.00

NETHERLANDS COLONIES
583

CV

Netherlands Colonies assortment from 1906 to 1995 in a pizza size box. Owner’s count of 93 commercial covers, a few FDCs, postal
stationery, and postcards. Entails both Antilles and Surinam. Good source of Dutch colonial postal history.
S.B. 170.00

NETHERLANDS EAST INDIES
584

CV

Netherlands East Indies assortment from 1923 to 1946. Owner’s count of sixteen commercial covers and postal stationery. Contains
one 1963 New Guinea cover.
S.B. 120.00

NEW ZEALAND
585

CV

New Zealand assortment from 1908 to 1982 in a shoebox. Owner’s count of 220+ commercial covers, postal stationery, and postcards.
Useful Kiwi material.
S.B. 200.00

NORTH BORNEO
586

CV
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Three North Borneo 1940-41 censored covers with their original letters from a Pen Pal mailed to Grand Rapids. Covers have several
small tears and old mount marks and the largest one has a severe tear on the upper left corner.
S.B. 75.00
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OMAN
587

CV

Oman philatelic cover having Scott # 01-10. Contemporaneous canceled on December 31, 1944 in Muscat.

S.B. 40.00

PALESTINE
588

CV

Palestine assortment from 1908 to 1947 in a pizza size box. Owner’s count of fifty-one commercial covers, postal stationery, and
postcards. Includes material mailed from Palestine and material mailed from different countries to there.
S.B. 110.00

PARAGUAY
589
590
591
592
593
594
595
596
597
598
599

CV
CV
CV
CV
CV
CV
CV
CV
CV
CV
CV

Paraguay Flown zepp cover from Asuncion to Brussels 15.9.34 Sieger #276 F-VF
Paraguay Flown 14.10.33 zepp cover from Asuncion to Berlin Sieger #240 F-VF
Paraguay Flown 26.5.34 zepp cover from Asuncion to Lorch Sieger #249 F-VF
Paraguay Flown Zeppelin cover from Asuncion to Brussels 4.8.34 Sieger #267 F-VF
Paraguay Flown 9.6.34 zepp cover from Asuncion to Solingen Sieger #253 F-VF
Paraguay Flown Zeppelin cover from Asuncion to Lorch 23.6.34 Sieger #258 F-VF
Paraguay Flown zepp cover from Asuncion to Braunschweig 29.9.34 Sieger #279 F-VF
Paraguay Flown Zeppelin cover from Asuncion to Braunschweig 21.7.34 Sieger #264 F-VF
Paraguay Flown zepp cover from Asuncion to Solingen 18.8.34 Sieger #270 F-VF
Paraguay Flown zepp cover from Asuncion to Brussels 1.9.34 Sieger #273 F-VF
Paraguay Flown zepp cover from Asuncion to Bern 13.10.34 Sieger #282 F-VF

S.B. 150.00
S.B. 120.00
S.B. 75.00
S.B. 60.00
S.B. 60.00
S.B. 55.00
S.B. 55.00
S.B. 55.00
S.B. 55.00
S.B. 55.00
S.B. 55.00

PHILIPPINES
600

CV

Five interesting Philippines covers from 1913-1922. Consists of 2c Deep green 1906 issue, “O.B.” overprint in black franked on
official postcard to USA. Tied by Manila P.I. Sep 1 1922 flag cancel, 2c Deep green 1906 issue, “O.B.” overprint in black franked on
official postcard to USA. Tied by partial Manila P.I. Feb 1 1922 duplex cancel having a corner crease, and 1¢ Blue green issue with
black “O.B.” handstamp overprint. Tied to legal Provincial Government official mail cover by Oct 6, Lepanto P.I. duplex postmark.
Also entails 2c Deep green 1906 issue, “O.B.” overprint in black franked on official postcard to USA. Tied by partial Manila P.I. Oct 21
1921 duplex cancel. Rust stain from a paper clip at upper left and a pair of the 10¢ blue issue with violet “O.B.” handstamp overprints.
Tied to legal Bureau of Customs official registered mail cover by smudgy cancels having a few wrinkles.
S.B. 100.00

POLAND
601

CV

602

CV

603

CV

Poland assortment from 1902 to 1982 having an owner’s count of around 160 postal stationery, postcards, and some commercial
covers. Inspection recommended as condition varies. Super Polish postal history.
S.B. 350.00
Poland assortment from 1917 to 1951 in a pizza size box. Owner’s count of thirty-eight commercial covers (some have old mount
mark remains on their reverses) and postal stationery.
S.B. 260.00
Poland accumulation from 1946 to 1993 in a medium, box. Around five hundred commercial covers and postal stationery having a
cornucopia of frankings. Terrific postal history.
S.B. 250.00

PORTUGAL AND COLONIES
604

CV

Portugal and colonies selection roughly from 1900 to 1978 in a small box. Owner’s count of 320 postcards, (about 50%) commercial
covers, and postal stationery (many mint). Spotted Mozambique, Angola, Cape Verde etc. Good source if you have a need for this type
of material.
S.B. 325.00

CV

Saar selection mostly from 1947 to 1954 in a small box. Owner’s count of thirty-seven commercial, covers, FDCs. maxim cards, first
S.B. 120.00
flights, and postal stationery.

SAAR
605

SAXONY
606

CV

Saxony selection mainly from the 1860s in a cigar box. Owner’s count of nineteen commercial covers and postal stationary having
some heavy, toned, and gum stains. The best cover is only a “front”. Offered appropriately.
S.B. 100.00

CV

Spain accumulation from 1881 to 1985 in a pizza size box. Owner’s count of 100 commercial covers, postal stationery, and postcards.
Contains many WW II and Civil War censored. Intriguing Spanish postal history lot.
S.B. 120.00

SPAIN
607
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SWITZERLAND
608

CV

609

CV

Small group of 21 Swiss and Liechtenstein covers from the middle of the last Century. A Zeppelin flight, a few other flight covers,
censor marked, a few FDCs, and a sprinkling of Swiss Army mail covers are the highlights. Should be viewed.
S.B. 220.00
Switzerland registered Hindenburg Zeppelin cover from Zurich (4.5.36) to New York (5.9.36) then marked “return to sender”, two
pointer hands, “l’affranchissement”, “arrived after steamer sailed” and “received too late”. Finally back to Zurich (31.5.36). Fun well
marked piece of postal history.
S.B. 100.00

UPPER SILESIA
610

CV

611

CV

Upper Silesia assortment from 1920-21. Owner’s count of sixteen commercial, philatelic covers and postal stationery (two have hole
punches at bottom).
S.B. 100.00
Upper Silesia registered cover canceled on 18.4.1920 in Schoppinitz. Mailed to Hamburg and back stamped there on April 19.
S.B. 75.00

URUGUAY
612

CV

Interesting Uruguay Zeppelin (Condor) cover to England. Remarkable three color franking using 12 stamps. Torn back flap, light
overall soiling, corner bumps, and no receiving backstamp are its faults. Clear Condor Uruguay to Europe cachet. Worthwhile cover.
S.B. 60.00

VATICAN CITY
613

CV

Five Vatican covers from 1935 to 1937. Three mailed to the same person in Endicott, New York and two mailed to the same company
in London.
S.B. 90.00

YUGOSLAVIA
614

CV

Yugoslavia assortment roughly from 1918 to 1978 having an owner’s count of 132 mainly postcards, postal stationery and some
commercial covers. Also includes a small selection from Albania which snuck across the border.
S.B. 160.00

POSTCARDS
Lots 615-666 are an orderly, clean, diverse accumulation of postcards from all over the United States. Strong
in geographical representation of all fifty states and loaded with topical favorites. Many printing styles and
methods. Minimal duplication. Mint condition or sent through the mail with stamp and clear cancel. Placed
in new sleeves and ready for viewing. Offered reasonably and attractively.
615
616
617
618
619
620
621
622
623
624
625
626
627
628
629
630
631
632
633
634

CV
CV
CV
CV
CV
CV
CV
CV
CV
CV
CV
CV
CV
CV
CV
CV
CV
CV
CV
CV
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Selection of Arizona postcards. Includes cards and folders. Over 600 items.
Selection of postcards from Alabama, Mississippi, and Kentucky. Includes cards and folders. Around 700 items.
Selection of postcards from Arkansas and Kansas. Includes cards and folders. Over 450 items.
Selection of California postcards. Nearly 650 items.
Selection of Colorado postcards. Includes cards and folders. Over 600 items.
Selection of Connecticut postcards. Includes cards and folder. Over 650 items.
Selection of Florida postcards. Around 650 items.
Selection of Georgia postcards. Includes cards and folders. Over 600 items.
Selection of Hawaii postcards. Includes cards and folders. Over 550 items.
Selection of Illinois postcards. Approximately 600 items.
Selection of Indiana postcards. Includes cards and folders. Over 620 items.
Selection of postcards from Iowa and Nebraska. Over 680 items.
Selection of Kentucky postcards. Includes cards and folders. Over 600 items.
Selection of Louisiana postcards. Includes cards and folders. Around 600 items.
Selection of Ohio postcards. Just over 650 items.
Selection of Maine postcards. Includes cards and folders. Over 620 items.
Selection of Maryland postcards. Includes cards and folders. Around 600 items.
Selection of Massachusetts postcards. Around 600 items.
Selection of Michigan postcards. Approximately 600 items.
Selection of Minnesota postcards. Includes cards and folders. Over 425 items.

S.B. 150.00
S.B. 150.00
S.B. 100.00
S.B. 110.00
S.B. 110.00
S.B. 120.00
S.B. 120.00
S.B. 150.00
S.B. 110.00
S.B. 110.00
S.B. 120.00
S.B. 150.00
S.B. 110.00
S.B. 110.00
S.B. 120.00
S.B. 120.00
S.B. 120.00
S.B. 110.00
S.B. 150.00
S.B. 120.00
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635
636
637
638
639
640
641
642
643
644
645
646
647
648

CV
CV
CV
CV
CV
CV
CV
CV
CV
CV
CV
CV
CV
CV

Selection of Missouri postcards. Includes cards and folders. Around 630 items.
Selection of postcards from Montana, Nevada, and Idaho. Includes cards and folders. Approximately 625 items.
Selection of New Jersey postcards. Includes cards and folders. Over 600 items.
Selection of New Hampshire postcards. Includes cards and folders. Around 650 items.
Selection of New York postcards. Around 660 items.
Selection of North Carolina postcards. Mostly unused linen cards. Approximately 630 items.
Selection of postcards from North and South Dakota. Includes cards and folders. Around 450 items.
Selection of postcards from Oklahoma and New Mexico. Includes cards and folders. 500+ items.
Selection of postcards from Oregon and Alaska. Includes cards and folders. More than 610 items.
Selection of Pennsylvania postcards. Almost 650 items.
Selection of postcards from Rhode Island and Delaware. Includes cards and folders. Around 350 items.
Selection of South Carolina postcards. Includes cards and folders. Over 620 items.
Selection of Tennessee postcards. Includes cards and folders. Over 575 items.
Selection of Texas postcards. Includes cards and folders. Approximately 620 items.

S.B. 120.00
S.B. 150.00
S.B. 120.00
S.B. 120.00
S.B. 150.00
S.B. 100.00
S.B. 150.00
S.B. 150.00
S.B. 150.00
S.B. 120.00
S.B. 120.00
S.B. 120.00
S.B. 140.00
S.B. 140.00

649
650
651
652
653
654
655
656
657
658

CV
CV
CV
CV
CV
CV
CV
CV
CV
CV

Selection of Utah postcards. Includes cards and folders. Around 490 items.
Selection of Vermont postcards. Includes cards and folders. Over 600 items.
Selection of Virginia postcards. Approximately 620 items.
Selection of postcards from Washington, D.C. Around 620 items.
Selection of Washington postcards. Includes cards and folders. Over 540 items.
Selection of West Virginia postcards. Includes cards and folders. Over 610 items.
Selection of Wisconsin postcards. Includes cards and folders. Over 600 items.
Selection of Wyoming postcards. Includes cards and folders. Around 625 items.
Selection of birthday postcards. Around 450 items.
Selection of Christmas postcards. Over 500 items.

S.B. 120.00
S.B. 140.00
S.B. 130.00
S.B. 120.00
S.B. 150.00
S.B. 120.00
S.B. 120.00
S.B. 130.00
S.B. 150.00
S.B. 150.00

659
660
661
662
663
664
665
666

CV
CV
CV
CV
CV
CV
CV
CV

Selection of Easter postcards. Approximately 430 items.
Selection of flower postcards. Over 600 items.
Selection of comic/humorous postcards. More than 600 items.
Selection of Niagara Falls postcards. Includes cards and folders. Over 500 items.
Selection of art postcards. Around 475 items.
Selection of Valentine postcards and greeting cards. Over 225 items.
Selection of greeting postcards. Over 500 items.
Selection of beautiful ladies and famous people on postcards. Over 250 items.

S.B. 140.00
S.B. 140.00
S.B. 140.00
S.B. 140.00
S.B. 120.00
S.B. 100.00
S.B. 130.00
S.B. 200.00

Lots 667-677 come from a lifetime collection of Rotograph postcards purchased and organized by a collector in Tennessee. The cards are views of city scenes, buildings, rural landscapes, vacation spots, etc. No
topical cards. All items are sleeved. Outstanding condition and all different for the most part. Largest stock
of Rotograph postcards we have ever handled.
667
668
669

CV
CV
CV

670

CV

671
672

CV
CV

673

CV

674

CV

675

CV

676

CV

677

CV

Massachusetts and Rotograph. Approximately 380 cards. Attractive mix. Clean and sharp.
S.B. 500.00
New York City and Rotograph. Over 590 cards. Comprehensive selection. Fresh appearance.
S.B. 500.00
New York State and Rotograph. More than 570 cards. Captures beauty and historical significance of the area. Lovely items.
S.B. 500.00
Western States, Fold-Outs, Foreign and Rotograph. Over 100 cards. Unusual selection. High quality.
S.B. 500.00
Pennsylvania and Rotograph. More than 310 cards. Balanced inventory. Immediate collector appeal.
S.B. 500.00
Florida, Georgia, and Rotograph. Approximately 330 cards. Especially strong in presence of Florida. Impressive representation of
culture, history, and nature. Useful grouping.
S.B. 500.00
The Upper Midwest and Rotograph. Over 310 cards. Includes views of Wisconsin, Michigan, and Minnesota. Especially strong in
material from Michigan. Balanced holding of rural and urban scenes. Great appearance.
S.B. 500.00
The Midwest and Rotograph. Approximately 320 cards. Includes views of Ohio, Indiana, and Illinois. Especially strong in material
S.B. 500.00
from Ohio. Attractive mix of mailed and unmailed cards.
The South and Rotograph. More than 350 cards. Includes views of Alabama, Louisiana, Mississippi, Virginia, North and South CaroS.B. 500.00
lina, etc. Highlights Southern charm and beauty.
New England and Rotograph. Around 320 cards. Includes views of Maine, Rhode Island, New Hampshire, Vermont, New Jersey, and
Connecticut. Strongest in representation of Connecticut and New Jersey. Many urban and rural scenes.
S.B. 500.00
Holiday Postcards. Thousands of holiday and special event postcards housed in twenty-seven binders. Our largest lot ever of cards
highlighting Christmas, Thanksgiving, Easter, Fourth of July, etc. Plenty of birthday postcards and other special event cards. Includes
lithos, chromes, and RPPCs. Strong representation of high-class series and expensive individual cards. Lovely condition. Semi-organized,
often with supplemental information.
S.B. 2000.00
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678

CV

679

CV

680

CV

681

CV

682

CV

683

CV

684

CV

685

CV

686

CV

687

CV

688

CV

689

CV

690

CV

691

CV

692

CV

693

CV

694

CV

695

CV

696

CV
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Postcard Bonanza. Large consignment in five boxes. Over 9,000 unused and postally used cards in mixed condition. Housed in ten
cartons and seventeen binders. Includes both U.S. and foreign material in lithograph, chrome, linen, and RPPC format. Vintage and
contemporary. Packed with scenic views and perfect for the armchair worldwide traveler. Also ideal for the topical postcard specialist,
with strong representation of advertising, Disney, Olympics, transportation, humor, semi-nudes, sports, holidays, greetings, art, military,
etc. Mixture of common and uncommon items and loaded with surprises. Mostly all different, but contains some duplication of more
recent stock.
S.B. 1800.00
Postcard Sophistication. Hundreds and hundreds of desirable postcards housed in nine binders. Strong representation of signed
postcards by important artists and of popular series created by well-known publishers and printers. Many cards identified; loaded with
plenty of supplemental information. Semi-organized. Mixed condition, but many superb examples. Minimal duplication. Clean lot,
S.B. 1500.00
neatly boxed and ready for a new owner—either a collector or a dealer.
View Postcards. Thousands of view postcards housed in twenty-one binders. Impressive representation of most states. Cards feature
rural scenes, important buildings and monuments, parks, street scenes, etc. Lots of lithos, chromes, and RPPCs. Some duplication, but
mostly all different. Great condition. Semi-organized. Important opportunity for a general collector or dealer.
S.B. 1500.00
Advertising Postcards. Hundreds and hundreds of advertising postcards housed in eleven binders. Emphasis on products and events in
the twentieth century. We noticed cards featuring assorted cars, cereals, beverages, restaurants, hotels, motels, and much more. Includes
S.B. 1000.00
some trade cards. Occasional duplication, but mostly all different. Overall topnotch condition.
Dealer’s Oregon, Washington, and Hawaii Inventory. Early twentieth century to 1950s. Owner’s hand count of 219 unused and postally
used postcards. Includes forty lithos from Hawaii, 139 RPPCs and lithos from Oregon, and forty lithos from Washington. All different
and sleeved. Fantastic grouping of cards depicting local culture and touristic charm, in enviable condition.
S.B. 500.00
Dealer’s Alaska Inventory. Early twentieth century to 1950’s. Involves owner’s hand count of 245 mostly all-different unused and
postally used postcards. Contains over thirty RPPCs and over 200 vintage city scenes, nature shots, portraits of native Alaskans, and
much more. No chromes. Clean, diverse, and sleeved. Great Alaska stock!
S.B. 400.00
Dealer’s Idaho, Montana, and Wyoming Inventory. Early twentieth century to 1950s. Owner’s hand count of 179 unused and postally
used postcards. Includes thirty-two RPPCs and lithos from Idaho, sixty-two RPPCs and lithos from Montana, and eighty-five RPPCs
S.B. 375.00
and lithos from Wyoming. All different and sleeved. Plenty of sought-after cards. Desirable condition.
Dealer’s California Inventory. Early twentieth century to 1950’s. Owner’s hand count of 220 unused and postally used postcards. Some
duplication. Consists of over 100 RPPCs, at least fifty vintage cards, and more than thirty Ed Mitchell cards. Neat, comprehensive, and
sleeved. Useful California stock!
S.B. 350.00
Dealer’s Colorado Inventory. Early twentieth century to 1950’s. Owner’s hand count of 267 unused and postally used postcards. All
different and sleeved. Eighty-four vintage cards and 183 RPPCs. Impressive variety, with a strong focus on natural beauty, sightseeing
attractions, and tourism amenities. Loaded with better cards.
S.B. 350.00
Dealer’s Missouri Inventory. Early twentieth century to 1950s. Owner’s hand count of 178 unused and postally used postcards. Includes
eighty-eight statewide cards, fourteen RPPCs, sixteen Kansas City cards, and sixty St. Louis cards. Everything sleeved. Loaded with
great vintage cards in enviable condition.
S.B. 300.00
Dealer’s Pioneer and Private Mailing Card Inventory. Forty all-different cards in archival sleeves. All postally used, many cancels
and auxiliary markings. Foreign destinations, interesting messages, and assorted stamps. Clean, sharp, and attractive. A treasure trove
for postal historians.
S.B. 300.00
Dealer’s Grab Bag Lot. Owner’s hand count of 160 unused and postally used cards, etc. Many topics, many points of origin, many
destinations. Plenty of unusual items, along with some common material. Includes 150 RPPCs, postal cards, vintage linens, advertising
cards, etc. Mixed condition, but very presentable. Also contains ten New Orleans postcards with original negatives. Not to be missed.
S.B. 300.00
Dealer’s Inventory of Hold-to-the-Light Cards. Nineteen colorful and playful vintage examples of this sought-after type of postcard.
Mixture of unused and postally used cards. Great condition.
S.B. 300.00
Dealer’s Mississippi Inventory. Early twentieth century to 1960s. Owner’s hand count of 234 unused and postally used postcards.
Includes twenty-seven RPPCs and 207 linen, vintage, and chrome cards. Some duplication. Hard state to find postcards in any quantity.
Not too many better cards, but great stock builder. Everything sleeved and sharp looking.
S.B. 270.00
Dealer’s Arizona, New Mexico, and Utah Inventory. Early twentieth century to 1950’s. Owner’s hand count of nearly 150 unused and
postally used postcards. All different and sleeved. Includes over eighty RPPCs and lithos from Arizona, around forty RPPCs and lithos
from New Mexico, and twenty RPPCs and lithos from Utah. In better than typically encountered condition and packed with plenty of
S.B. 250.00
variety.
Dealer’s Illinois Inventory. Assorted items from rural and urban Illinois, early twentieth century to 1940. Includes six RPPCs from
Mendota, four RPPCs of Chicago-area railroad depots, ten vintage Chicago lithos, one hold-to-the-light card of Chicago Masonic Temple,
S.B. 250.00
and twenty Souvenir Photo-Tone Views of Chicago. Nice condition and memorable.
Illinois mostly real photo postcard assortment roughly from the 1910s to the 1940s in a cover album from the Old Salt Estate. Around
one hundred unused and some postally used cards from smaller towns, cities, and villages mainly from Downstate Illinois. Contains no
large cities like Chicago, Peoria, Rockford, etc. A few have condition concerns which does not distract from the fascinating natural of
this lot. A must for an Illinois collector.
S.B. 250.00
Dealer’s Nevada Inventory. Mainly 1940s, 1950s, and 1960s. Owner’s hand count of 180 unused and postally used postcards. Minimal
duplication. Strong presence of lithos and chromes, also over twenty RPPCs. Many shots of Las Vegas and Reno, along with depictions
of the state’s natural beauty and folklore. Everything sleeved and in topnotch condition.
S.B. 200.00
Approximately 140 cards (a few postal cards) all from Eastern States. Primarily MA., PA., ME., and NY. Lots of street views and
buildings along with various vacation scenes. All have a wide range of RPO cancels. Condition mixed.
S.B. 180.00
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Around a hundred cards from western states all with RPO cancels. Strong in CA., AZ., OR., CO. and NM. Views include street
scenes, and buildings plus vacation sites. Condition mixed.
S.B. 140.00
United States Approximately 85 cards mostly from southern states especially Florida and Georgia. Wide variety of views and all are
used with RPO cancels.
S.B. 110.00
Over 80 midwestern cards. Variety of street scenes, buildings and vacation spots. Condition mixed.
S.B. 110.00
Elgin, the Beautiful! One shoebox partially filled with all sorts of Elgin-themed postcards. Includes approximately 300 real photo,
chrome, and lithographic cards. New and postally used. Large time span represented. Organized by notable buildings, parks, etc. in
Elgin. Diverse cancels and auxiliary markings. Mixed condition. Lots of potential interest to postcard collectors and postal history
enthusiasts.
S.B. 100.00
United States assortment from the old Salt Estate from 1906-1939 in an older album. Over 180 postally used and unused postcards
having an excellent variety. Includes some WW I real photos, Christmas, Halloween, holidays, 1939 NY World’s Fair, etc. An old holding just now coming onto the market.
S.B. 100.00
United States Postal Agency Shanghai canceled postcard selection roughly from 1909 to 1918. Includes twelve cards send in 1909 to
Columbus, Ohio to the same family.
S.B. 100.00
United States four unused anti-Axis WW II postcards. Shows Hitler and some of his gang. Also some not political correct caricatures
but accurate for the time.
S.B. 40.00

UNITED STATES AND GENERAL FOREIGN
704

CV

705

CV

706

CV

Postcard Bounty. Hoard of 8,700 postcards and scenic folders from the United States. Includes some general foreign. Lithos, chromes,
and RPPCs. Mostly all different. Neatly arranged and semi-organized. Cards are unused or postally used, featuring many topics and
locations. Mixed condition. Should be attractive to collectors and dealers.
S.B. 1800.00
WWI Postcard Hoard. Over 450 postcards, mint and postally used, with a focus on American, German, and Austro-Hungarian cards.
Includes a variety of topics and printing styles. Plenty of military camps, field activity, humor, and holiday greetings. Loads of unit
postmarks, auxiliary markings, and messages in English, German, etc. Also includes a hefty number of partial or complete postcard sets
of so-called soldier kitsch. Mixed condition. Ten-Hut!
S.B. 300.00
Worldwide Postcard Mixture. Three cartons containing approximately 4,500 standard or continental cards. Black-and-white or color.
New or sent through the mail with stamps, cancels, and messages. Many printing styles and designs present. Plenty of topics and locations. Mixed condition. Disorganized, but neatly packed and ready for a new owner.
S.B. 100.00

BRITISH
707

CV

708

CV

709

CV

Queen Victoria and King Edward VII Royalty selection from the Old Salt Estate in three like new Unitrade postcard binders, pages,
and slipcases in one small box. Over 190 mainly different mostly unused and postally used postcards from roughly 1901 to 1910. 91%
are King Edward and 9% are Queen Victoria. Includes Coronation, Events, Queen Alexandra, Memorium, etc. Searching will find some
hard to find and fascinating cards. For the ultimate, classic royalty collector. Saved for several decades by a Royalty aficionado who
wishes to divest from his holdings and to pass them onto the next generation of collectors.
S.B. 950.00
King George V Royalty selection from the Old Salt Estate in four like new Unitrade postcard binders, pages, and slipcases in a banker
box. About 260 mostly different unused and postally used postcards from roughly 1911 to 1936. Comprises, Coronation, Silver Jubilee,
Queen Mary, Family, Events, WW I etc. About 25% are 1935 Silver Jubilee in one binder. Contains many neat and hard to find cards.
For the ultimate King George V collector. Saved for several decades by a Royalty aficionado who wishes to divest from his holdings
and to pass them onto the next generation of collectors.
S.B. 850.00
King Edward VIII Royalty selection from the Old Salt Estate in one like new Unitrade postcard binders, pages and slipcase in one
small box. Around sixty-five mainly different mostly unused and postally used postcards from roughly 1910 to 1937. Mostly youth,
adult Prince of Wales, Events, Boy Scouts, and for the Coronation that did not occur. Saved for several decades by a Royalty aficionado
who wishes to divest from his holdings and to pass them onto the next generation of collectors.
S.B. 250.00

AUSTRIA
710

CV

Collection of 28 Christmas Krampus cards from about 1910 to mid century.

S.B. 70.00

CANADA
711

CV

Accumulation of over 1200 cards. A bit more than half are unused. Runs from the early period to early chromes. Wide variety of
subjects with some real photos. Very clean throughoutand all in brand new sleeves.
S.B. 200.00

FRANCE
712

CV

Twenty-three Emil Dupuis’ WWI artist’s military portrait cards. Some duplication all clean.

S.B. 110.00
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GERMANY
713

CV

714

CV

715

CV

716
717
718
719
720
721

CV
CV
CV
CV
CV
CV

722

CV

Intriguing German Postcard Accumulation. Two-volume comprehensive hoard with over 300 items, created in many styles and
reflective of diverse printing and composition techniques. Mint or sent through the mail. Noteworthy messages, cancels, and auxiliary
markings. Mixed condition. Topics include countryside scenes, city views, military, Third Reich, famous people, holiday greetings, etc.
Little, if any, duplication. Suitable for a private collection or a dealer’s retail stock.
S.B. 400.00
Germany assortment from around 1913 to the 1920s having many WW I era in small box. Owner’s count of 135 mainly postcards
S.B. 350.00
and a few postal cards. Terrific for looking for cancels.
Germany postcard selection from roughly WW I to WW II in small box. Owner’s count of 91 navy ship cancels cards and others
having “write ups” from the original source. A Teutonophile naval fan will enjoy this lot.
S.B. 250.00
Over 40 WWII period Christmas cards. Mostly used as Feldpost with a variety of units.
S.B. 130.00
About 70 cards from the empire period strong in Bavaria. Includes royalty, generals, child welfare and more.
S.B. 110.00
Graf Zeppelin real photo picture postcard booklet with 10 cards.
S.B. 80.00
Germany Postcard sent from Flossenbuerg subcamp Bruex to Bohemia-Moravia.
S.B. 70.00
Twenty-four WWI Red Cross cards. Only a couple used. All clean.
S.B. 70.00
Unissued propaganda card from the cancelled 1939 Nuremberg Rally. From an uncut sheet with selvage at the bottom. Usual facial
scrapes.
S.B. 55.00
Unissued propaganda card from the cancelled 1939 Nuremberg Rally. Usual facial scuffs.
S.B. 55.00

VATICAN CITY
723

CV

Two Vatican Pontiff Gallery postcards both having one each tied Scott #51. Canceled on 9.XI.1936. Mailed to London.
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purchase for me each lot at one bid over the second highest bid.
I have read the conditions of sale and agree to same
Signed:
Pre-auction bidding for the 447th Public Auction can be executed by mail, fax, website, or phone
until 5:00 p.m., (CDT) Friday May 21, 2021.
OPENING BIDS ARE POSTED AND UPDATED ON OUR WEBSITE
A 16% Premium will be added to the hammer price

LOT

BID

LOT

BID

You may increase my bids the following percentage if necssary to win a lot (circle one)

10%

20%

30%

I understand that bids increased will be reduced to conform to
normal bidding intervals

LOT

BID

LOT

BID

Please limit my total purchases to:

$

(not including the Buyer’s Premium)
Note: Limits of less that $300 are
respectfully declined

Information concerning the public auction will be available Wednesday May 26th, 2:00pm (CST)
Prices Realized will be posted to our website Monday May 24th, 2:00pm (CST)
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